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APPENDIX C
Photographic Appendix
Test panels subject to exposure are presented by System for each of the exposure
environments included in the study. Control panels are included with exposed panels for
comparison. This appendix is divided into subsections by exposure en'_dronment.
Simulated Pool Exposure
QUV-Weatherometer Exposure
KTA Envirotest Exposure
WETF Pool Exposure
WETF Pool Repaired System
WETF Pool Zinc Anode System
Laydown Area Exposure
Rotunda Exposure
2000 hours
2000 hours
2000 hours
3200 hours
3000 hours
3200 hours
3700 hours
3700 hours
NASA-JSC APPENDIX C
Test Panel Photographs
NAS 9-18973
All test panels employed in the study were identified with tag numbers. The numbering scheme
employed separated each coating system into a block of numbers. Within each coating system the
numbers were further separated into consecutive series for each substrate. The numbers assigned
are presented below.
System # Coating
TEST PANEL NUMBERS BY SYSTEM AND SUBSTRATE
Stainless Steel Aluminum Coupled** CPVC
1 PF112 1-22 23-44 45-58 59-76
2 NSP 120 83-104 105-126 127-140 141-158
3 Devran 230 165-186 187-208 209-222 223-240
Carbomastic 15/
4 Carboline 890 247-268 269-290 291-304 305-322
SW Hi-Solids
Catalyzed Epoxy 329-350 351-372 373-386 387-404
411-432 " 433-454 455-468 469-486
5
6 UTPlast Super
7 UTPlast 493- 514 515-536 537-550 551-568"
8 Elite 8844 575-596 597-618 619-632 633-650
9 Plasite 7122 657-678 679-700 701-714 715-732
Aquatapoxy A6 761-78210 783-796739-760 797-814
Physical Test
77-82
159-164
241-246
323-328
405-410
487-492
569-574
651-656
733-738
815-820
** When viewing Coupled panels, the full aluminum panel face in on the "nut" side of the fastener, the full
stainless steel face on the "bolt head" side.
The presentation of panel photographs includes a representation of test panel layouts for each
exposure environment preceeding the photographs for that environment. The layout indicates the
substrate of the panels shown. Note from the numbers above, that for any series of photographs the
lowest set of numbers are stainless steel panels, followed by aluminum, coupled then CPVC panels.
KTA-Tator, Inc. Appendix C Page 2 H6341
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ASTM
ASTM D 610
ASTM D 714
ASTM D 1654
ASTM D 2794
ASTM D 3359
ASTM D 4060
ASTM D 4214
APPENDIX D
Methods and Procedures
Standard Test Method for Evaluation Degree of Rusting on Painted Steel
Surfaces
Standard Test Method for Evaluation Degree of Blistering of Paints
Standard Method for Evaluation of Painted or Coated Specimens Subjected
to Corrosive Environments
Standard Test Method for Resistance of Organic Coatings to the Effects" of
Rapid Deformation (Impac0
Standard Test Methods for Measuring Adhesion by Tape Test
Standard Test Method for Abrasion Resistance of Organic Coatings by the
Taber Abraser
Standard Test Methods for Evaluating the Degree of Chalking of Exterior
Paint Films
Steel Structures
SSPC-SP 1
SSPC-SP 2
SSPC-SP 10
SSPC-SP 5
SSPC-AB 1
SSPC-PA 2
Painting Council
Surface Preparation Specification No. 1, Solvent Cleaning
Surface Preparation Specification No. 2, Hand Tool Cleaning
Surface Preparation Specification No. 10, Near-White Blast Cleaning
Surface Preparation Specification No. 5, White Metal Blast Cleaning
Abrasive Specification No. 1, Mineral and Slag Abrasives
Paint Application Specifications, Measurement of Dry Paint Thickness with
Magnetic Gages
:: !'(
• t,_ I
r., A 366
_.. A 366
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_l_ Designation:
D 610 - 85 (Reappr0ved 1989) _1 Steel Structures Pairttino Cour_ci;SSPC-VJs-2
Standard Test Method for
Evaluating Degree of Rusting on Painted Steel Suriaces"
This standard is issued under the fixed designation D 610; the number immediately following the designation indicates the year of
original adoption or, in the case of revision, the year of last revision. A number in parentheses indicates the year of last reapproval. A
superscript epsilon (0 indicates an editorial change since the last revision or reapproval.
This method has been approved for use b)agencies of the Dcpartm(r,t of Defense to replace Method 6451 qf F_dcral Tc._: Mc:t;o/
Standard No. 141A. Consult the DoD Index of Specifications and Standards for the specific year of issue which has been adop;ed b)" the
Department of Defense.
eJ NoTE--Editorial changes _ere made throughout, including the title, in October 1989.
1. Scope
1.1 This test method covers the evaluation ofthe degree of
rusting on painted steel surfaces using visual standards.
"lhese visual standards 2 were developed in cooperation with
the Steel Structures Painting Council (SSPC) to further
s_andardization of methods.
1.2 This standard may invoh'e hazardous materials, oper-
ations, and equipment. This standard does not purport to
address all of the safeO'problems associated with its use. It is
the responsibility of the user of this standard to establish
appropriate safety and health practices and determine the
applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.
2. Referenced Document
2.1 Adjunct.
D 610 Degree of rust (four photos) 2
3. Significance and Use
3.1 The amount of rusting beneath or through a paint
film is a significant factor in determining whether a coating
system should be repaired or replaced. This test method
provides a standardized means for quantifying the amount of
rust present.
4. Interferences
4.1 The colored photographic reference standards and the
associated rust-grade scale cover only rusting not accompa-
nied by blistering and evidenced by visible rust.
4.1.1 Rust blistering beneath paint may be graded using
the same scale by assuming the rust was completely visible
and noting that the rusting was rust blistering.
J This test method is under the jurisdiction of ASTM Committee D-I on Paint
and Related Coatings and Materials and is the direct responsibility of Subcom-
mittee 1901.46 on Industrial Protective Painting.
This tesl method has been jointly approved by ASTM and the Steel Structures
Painting Council.
Currenl edition approved Oct. 25, 1985. P,,blished Decerr, bcr 1985. Originally
I_ablished as D 610 - 4 I. Last previous edilion D 610 - 6[_ ( 19[51).
2 The colored pholo_raphic reference standards are axail'_ble al a nomina! co.q
from ASJM Headquarlers Irequesl Ad2un_ No. 12-40' 10',_-00). and flora the
S'eel Slru:'lure._ Pamtiut:" Council. 4409 51_-,A_e.. Pdtsburf; PA 15213.
4.2 The use of the photographic reference standards 2
requires the following cautions:
4.2.1 Some finishes are stained by rust. This _taining must
not be confused with the actual rusting involved.
4.2.2 Accumulated dirt or other material may make
accurate determination of the degree of rusting difficult.
4.2.3 Certain types of deposited dirt that contain iron or
iron compounds may cause surface discoloration that should
not be mistaken for corrosion.
4.2.4 It musl be realized that failure may vary over a given
area and discretion must therefore be used when selecting a
single grade that is to be representative of a large area or
structure.
4.2.5 In evaluating surfaces, consideration shall be given
to the color of the finish coating, since failures will be more
apparent on a finish that shows color contrast with rust, such
as used in these reference standards, than on a similar color,
such as an iron oxide finish.
5. Procedure
5.1 Visually compare the surface with the photographic
reference standards to determine the percentage of the area
rusted. As a guide use Fig. I and the scale and verbal
descriptions shown in Table 1.
Note l--The linear, numerical rust grade scale is an exponential
function of the area of rust so that slight amounts of first rusting have
the greatest effect on lowering the rusl grade; the rust grade versus area
ofrusl is a straight line plot on a semilogarithmic plot from rust grade I0
to rust grade 4. The slope of the curve was changed at 10 % of the area
rusted to 100 % rusted to permit inclusion of complete rusting on the 0
to 10 rust scale.
NOTE2--The pictorial representations illustrated in Fig. i 3 show
examples of area percentages that may be helpful in rust grading.
5.2 The photographic reference standards are not required
for use of the rust-grade scale since the scale is based upon
the percent of the area rusted and any method of assessing
area rusted may be used to determine the rust grade.
5.3 This test metho6 may be projected to include blis-
tering beneath the painl_by including the blistered area as if it
were rust.
Original source is Stccl S:rz,:turc3 [ainling Manual. Vo! 2, Sled Slructures
Painting' Cou,cil Pj;,._bur_h. I'A
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!
lip D 610
TABLE 1 Scale and Description of Rust Grades
ASTM-SSPC Colored
Rust Grades** Description Photographic
Standard
10 no rusting or less than 0.01% of surface rusted unnecessary
9 minute rusting, less than 0.03 % of surface rusted No. 9
8B few isolated rust spots, less than 0.1 _, of surface rusted No. 8
7 less than 0.3 _t of Surface rusted none
6c extensive rust spots but less than 1% of surface rusted No. 6
5 rusting to the extent of 3 _ of surface rusted none
4_' rusting to the e×tenf of 10 _ of surface rusted No. 4
3E approximately one sixth of the surface rusted none
2 approximate]), o_e thirc_ of the surface rusted none
1 approximately one half of the surface ruste5 none
Or approximately 100 % of surface rusted unnecessary
Correspond to Swedish Pictorial Standards for Rusting (1955) (black and white).
BCorresponds to SSPC Initial Surface Conditions E and British Iron an0 Steel Research Assn (BISRA) 0.1 _.
c Corresponds to SSPC Initial Surface Conditions F and BISRA 1.0 %.
o Corresponds to SSPC Initial Surface Condition G.
ERust grades below 4 are of no practical importance in grading performances of paints.
r Corresponds to SSPC Initial Surface Condition H.
The American Society for Testing and Materials takes no position respecting the validity of any patent rights asserted in connection
with any #era mentioned In thinsstandard, Users of this standard are expressly advised that determination of the validity of any such
patent rights, and the risk of infringement of such rights, are entirety their own responsibility.
This standa'd is subject to revision at any time by the responsible technical committee end must be reviewed ever)' five years and
ff not revised, either reapproved or withdrawn. Your comments ere invited either for revision of this standard or for additions! standards
and should be addressed to ASTM Headquarlers. Your comments will receive carefJI conside.'aticn at a meeting of the responsible
technical committee, which you may attend, ff you feel that your comments have not received a fair hearing you should make your
views known to the ASTM Committee on Standards, 1916 Race St., Philadelphia, PA 19103.
(
_7
J applicati''_
_
.,-mined using._
"h
Standard Test Method for
Evaluating Degree of Blistering of Paints 1
This standard is issued under the fixed designation D 714; the number immediately following the designation indicates the year of
original adoption or, in the case of revision, the year of last revision. A number in parentheses indicates the year of last reapproval. A
superscript epsilon (0 indicates an editorial change since the lasl revision or reapproval.
Ti_is test method has been approved for use by agencies o.[the Department o.[Dcfcnse to replace Met/ioa' 6461 of Fedelal Te3t Meihod
Standard No. 141 A and for listing in the DoD Index o.f Spec(fieations and Standa_dv
I.._-ope
I.I This test method employs photographic reference
_un,'hrds to evaluate the degree of blistering that may
¢k-,elop when paint systems are subjected to conditions
_,_,_:hwill cause blistering. While primarily intended for use
e.'. metal and other nonporous surfaces, this test method
_ Ix" u_d to evaluate blisters on porous surfaces, such as
_;,od. if the size of blisters falls within the scope of these
n,frrrncc standards. When the reference standards are used
_ _ ._;_-cification of performance, the permissible degree of
t.,.,,rrinf of the paint system shall be agreed upon by the
t,,:_,,.ha_crand the seller.
2. Significance and Use
21 A phenomenon peculiar to painted surfaces is the
I,,:mation of blisters relative to some system weakness. This
t-',' method provides a standard procedure of describing the
_c and density ofthe blisters so that compariso_ s of severity
t_ b:, made.
$. Reference Standards
31 The photographic reference standards are glossy
Prints.:_Figures 1 to 4 are reproductions of these standards
lr_ arc included to illustrate two characteristics of blistering:
_tc _nd frequency.
3.2 Size--Reference standards have been selected for four
s'.:;,, as to size on a numerical scale from 10 to 0, in which
]r,:_ te_' method is under the jurisdiction of ASTM Committee D-I on Paint
)'o.' k.':_t:d Coatings and Materials and is the direct responsibility of Subcom-
_-'::- D,.,I.27 on Accelerated Testing.
(_'r:n: edilion approved May 29. 1987. Published July 1987. Original])
I_-"?:=-,:d as D 714 - 43 T. Last previous cdilion D 714 - 56 (1981).
"G:._.,: prints of the photographic reference standards showing t)pes of
_;:_r4 arc available at a nominal charge from ASTM Headquarters, 1916 Race
P_.2a,Stlphia, PA 19103. Request Adjunct No. 12-407140-00.
No. 10 represents no blistering. Blistering standard No. 8
represents the smallest size blister easily seen by the unaided
eye. Blistering standards Nos. 6, 4, and 2 represent progres-
sively larger sizes.
3.3 Frequeno,_Reference standards have 'been selected
for four steps in frequency at each step in size, designated as
follows:
Dense, D,
Medium dense, MD,
Medium, M. and
Few. F.
NOTE I--A quantitative physical description of blistering would
include the following characteristics determined by actual count:
Size distribution in lerms of mensuration units,
Frequency of occurrence per unit area,
Pattern of distribution over the surface, and
Shape of blister
For the usual tests, an actual count is more elaborate than is necessary.
4. Procedure
4.1 Subject the paint film to the test conditions agreed
upon by the purchaser and the seller. Then evaluate the paint
film for the degree of blistering .by comparison with the
photographic reference standards in Figs. 1 to 4.
5. Reporting
5.1 Report blistering as a number (Note 2) designating the
size of the blisters and a qualitative term or symbol indi-
cating the frequency.
5.2 Intermediate steps in size or frequency of blisters may
be judged by interpolation.
5.3 When the distribution of blisiers over the area has a
nonuniform pattern, use an additional phrase to describe the
distribution, such as "small clusters," or "'large patches."
NOTE 2--The number refers to the largest size blister that is
numerous enough to be representative of the specimen. For example,
photographic standard No. 4, "Dense," has blisters ranging in size from
about No. 7 to No. 4, inclusive.
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_]_ Designation: D 1654- 79a (Reapproved 1984)"
Stcndcrd Method for
Evaluation of Painted or Coated Specimens
Corrosive Environments 1
Subjected to
This standard is issued under the fixed designation D 1654: the number immediately following the designation indicates the year of
original adoption or. in the case of revision, tLe )'ear of lasl revision. A number in parentheses indicates the year of last reapprox al. A
superscript ¢psilon (+) indicates an editorial change since the lasl revision or reapproval.
Thl._ slandard ha._ hccn approved _, use hy a,eencie._ #[ IL_ Department t?f Dq_'n w. Consuh the DoD lnc:,'.x of S7'cc_ca/mns and
Standard&for the specific )'ear of issue which has been adopted by dw Departnwnt of Defense.
_ NoTE--Editorial changes were made throughout in Jul._ 1984.
I. Scope
1.1 This method covers the treatment of previously
r_imed or coated specimens for accelerated and atmospheric
rxp,_suretests and their subsequent evaluation in respect to
co.-rosion, blistering associated _ith corrosion, loss of adhe-
_.,n at a scribe mark, or other film failure.
1.2 This standard may invoh'e hazardous materials, oper-
_.,.,;_. and equipment. This standard does not puq_orl to
_:i.hc._sall of the safety problems associated with its use. It is
t(,.,responsibility of whoever uses this standard to consuh and
r,J_,hfishappropriate safety and health practices and deter-
_:inc the applicabilio' of regulatory lUnitations prior to use.
._.Referenced Documents
2.1 ASTM Standards."
B I 17 Method of Salt Spray (Fog) Testing 2
B 287 Method of Acetic Acid-Salt Spray (Fog) Testing 3
D610 Test Method for Evaluating Degree of Rusting on
Painted Steel Surfaces 4
D 714 Test Method for Evaluating Degree of Blistering of
Paintsa
D I014 Test Method for Conducting Exterior Exposure
Tests of Paints on Steep
D2803 Test Method for Filiform Corrosion Resistance of
Organic Coatings on Metal 4
3. Significance and Use
3.1 This method provides a means of evaluating and
¢°mparing basic corrosion performance of the substrate,
r?_reatment, or coating system, or combination thereof,
_:_r exposure to corrosive environments.
4.Apparatus
4.1 Scribing Tool--A straight-shank tungsten carbide tip,
_'fle cutting tool (Brazed tool, Style E, with _A4-in. nose
radius)is recommended; however, other styles may be used
; ' Ir, i_melh_KI is under the juriscliction orASTM Corr, miltee D-I or, Pain1 ar;d
. -:z (t_ ]._g_ and 1V[alcri;ds ar, d is the direct rt-_pcw_,,_,i _1_ of Si;bcomr_,;l;t _
+ or a+c,,,eL.r,ttcd les!t FOr Plutective CtKdir'd'_
_'":_;.:edll+o- apprt,_td N-_.2t, ah:l D_,'. _ 1979 Publis!.d.lz, r_.a', 10_t .. .
:+:!._ pubhshcd as D 1(.54 - 59. Last previous editior; I) 1654 - 74.
] +'.'+I,M B,+d. oCASTM Stm_dard_. Vols 03.02 and 06.(il.
• DlS:(mtinued: see 19AA' Am;hal B¢,_,/. ofA.S'7)_! S/anJa,d,.. Vo} 0(,.0].
.4,,,;,,_/B+,ig, ofASTM Sto+ida_dL Vo] 06.01.
provided they are ground to a single poiht having an
included angle of 60 +_ 15". Any other type of scribing
instrument such as a scalpel, razor blade, knife, or sharp
pointed tool is unacceptable unless agreed upon between the
producer and the user.
4.2 Straightedge_Any straightedge of sufficient length
and rigidity to guide the scribing tool in a straight line.
4.3 Air Compressor--A source of compressed air capable
of producing 80 psi (550 kPa) open line pressure.
4.4 Air Gun--An air dusting gun and nozzle com-
bination _ to meet the following specification:
Air Consumption, Pressure, psi Nozzle Diameter,
fl_/mJn (m_/min) (kPa) in.(ram}
8.4 (0.24) SO (550) 0.12 (3.0)
4.4.1 A guard consisting of barriers, baffles, or screens is
required to protect the operator and other individuals near
the area where the air is being used. The guard must be
placed between the air nozzle and the operator. A device
such as a sand-blasting cabinet has been found to be
acceptable.
NoTE l--The use of an air gun without a guard is in violation of the
U. S. Occupational Safety and Health Administration regulation.
4.5 Scraping Tool--A rigid metal spatula/dull knife, or
similar instrument.
4.6 Scale--Any rule with l-ram divisions.
4.7 Grid, plastic or wire _Sth W-in. (13-mm) squares
necessary to permit measurements of the required accuracy.
5. Preliminary Treatment of Test Specimens
5. i Scribed Specinwns.
5.1.1 Where specified or agreed upon, prepare each spec-
imen for testing by scribing it in such a manner that the
scribe can be exposed lengthwise ++,hen positioned in the tesl
cabinet. This position will allow solution droplets to run
lengthwise along the _icribe.
5.1.2 Scribe the specimen by holding the tool at approxi-
mately a 45* angle to the surface. Position the tool so that
only the carbide tip is in contact with the surface. Pull the
scribing tool to obtain a uniform V-cut through the coating
that is bcin}? tested. The scribe should be of sufficient length
1(, cover the significam test area but should not contact/he
: Spra._ Fun and nozzles. M(_Ie] No. 22-L and 0910 have been found _tis-
facto,'-3, and ma._ bc obtah,ed flora Spra._ Systems Co. Lquivalcnts m:_: be used
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edge of the specimen. The scribe must penetrate all coatings
on the metal, leaving a uniformly bright line free of burrs.
O ':ty of the scribe may be observed with the aid of
It ower magnification. Note, mark, and describe defects,
_g, and tlaws that may alii_ct results.
.3 Scribe lines other than those of a single, straight
nature may be used if agreed upon between the producer and
the user.
5.1.4 Expose scribed specimens in accordance with 6.1
and rate in accordance with Section 7.
5.2 Unscribed Specimens--Specimens coated with paint
undercoats, oils, or waxes may be evaluated without a scribe.
Expose such specimens in accordance with Section 6 and
rate for corrosion of the general surface in accordance with
Section 8.
6. Exposure of Test Specimens
6.1 Expose test specimens in accordance with Methods
B 117, B 287, D 1014, D 2803, or any other applicable test
method, as agreed upon between the producer and the user.
The length of test and evaluation intervals should be agreed
upon prior to exposure of specimens.
7. Procedure A--Evaluation of Scribed Specimens
7.1 Method I (Air Blow-Off)--Rinse each specimen after
completion of the exposure period, using a gentle stream of
water at a temperature up to II0°F (45°C). Holding the
nozzle at approximately a 45" angle, blow along the entire
scribe line, disturbing the surface adjacent to the scribe
mechanically by the air nozzle to ensure an opening for the
a last. Complete the air blasting within 15 min of
men removal from the exposure cabinet. If the aft
cannot be completed within the prescribed time,
immerse the specimens in water at room temperature or
store in a plastic bag to avoid any drying effect.
7.2 Method 2 (Scraping)--Rinse the specimen after com-
pletion of the exposure period, using a gentle stream of water
at a temperature up to 110"F (45°C). Scrape the specimen
vigorously with an instrument described in 4.5 while under
the gentle stream of the rinse water. Hold the scraper with its
face perpendicular to the specimen surface and parallel to the
scribe, moving it back and forth across the scribe to remove
the coating that has been undercut and has suffered loss of
adhesion only, not to remove the coating that still has
adhesion. Complete the scraping within 15 min of specimen
removal from the exposure cabinet. If scraping cannot be
completed within the prescribed time, immerse the speci-
TABLE 1 Rating of Failure at Scribe (Procedure A)
Representative Mean Creepage From Scribe
Millimetres Inches Rating
(Approximate) Number
Over 0 0 10
Over 0 to 0.5 0 to 1/M g
Over 05 to 1.0 '/_to '/s2 8
Over 1.0 to 2.0 I/a2to ¼e 7
Over 2.0 to 30 1Aeto I/s 6
Over 3.0 to 50 Ve to _,/,e 5
Ore, 50 to 7.0 _e to '/4 4
0 3 to I 00 '/4 to a/a 3
.0 to 130 _6 to _2 2
13.0 to 16.0 _/ato Va 1
to mere _/s to more 0
TABLE 2 Rating of Unscribed Areaa (Procedure B)
Area Fa_ed. _, Rating Number
No failure 10
01ol 9
2;03 8
4 to6 7
7 to 10 6
11 to 20 5
21 to 30 4
31 to 40 3
41 to 55 2
56 to 75 1
Over 75 0
mens in water at room temperature or store in a plastic bag
to avoid any drying effect.
NOTE 2--Some specimens exposed to natural weathering do not
require rinsing, air blasting, or scraping to evaluate corrosion. Alterna.
tive methods may be used if agreed upon between the producer and the
user.
7.3 Rating--Rate the corrosion or loss of paint extending
from a scribe mark as prescribed in Table 1. Record the
representative mean, maximum, and minimum creepage
from the scribe, and note whether or not the maximum is an
isolated spot. Also, rate in accordance with Table 2 the
prevalence of corrosion on areas removed from the scribe.
8. Procedure B--Evaluation of Unscribed Areas
8.1 Rinse the specimen after completion of the exposure
period (Section 6), using a gentle stream of water at a
temperature up to 100*F (40"C). Dry the surface of the
specimen with paper towels or compressed air. Drying
should be done in such a manner that the corrosion on the
specimen surface is not disturbed.
8.2 Evaluate unscribed specimens for corrosion spots,
blisters, and any other types of failure that may occur.
Depending upon the contour of the specimen, the use of a
grid, as described in 4.7, is recommended as an aid in
evaluating this type failure (Fig. 1). The percent of surface
failure, excluding rust staining or run down, can be esti-
mated by counting the number of squares that have points of
failure and relating this number to the total number of
squares covering the test area. Discount corrosion within '/:
in. (l 2.7 mm) of edges.
8.3 Rating--Convert percent failure to the rating number
in accordance with Table 2. In some instances, the rating
number may be used as a factor with the corresponding
exposure time intervals to produce a performance index
number.
NOTE 3--Formation of under-film corrosion may be evaluated and
reported in accordance with Table 2 if the film is first carefully stripped
with a neutral stripper. Exercise care to avoid alteration of the corrosion
pattern or pretreatment.
NOTE 4_Where the character of th_ failure permits, the photO-
graphic blister standards given in Test Method D 714 may be used to
describe the results of the exposure test, in respect to size of blisters or
corroded areas, while Method D610 may serve to describe the Ire
quency and distribution, if desired.
9. Report
9.1 Report the ratings of the test specimens, the proce
dures, and, for scribed panels, the method followed. Ais0.
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FIG. 1 Typical Grid with W-in. (13-mm) Squares
i.:port the exposure test to which the specimens were
:bjected.
i(J.Precision and Use
lO.l Since this is a method of evaluation based on
_easurements after various tests, the statement of precision
applicable to each specific method of exposure to corrosive
atmospheres applies. The preferred methods of measure-
ment, using ruled plastic sheets, are at least equal in precision
to the various methods of exposing test specimens to
corrosive environments.
TheAmericanSocietyforTesting and Materialstakes nopositionrespectingthe validityof anypatent rightsasserted inconnection
with any itemmentioned in thisstandard.User_of thisstandardare expresslyadvisedtha#determinationof the validity of any such
patent rights,and the riskof infringementof suchrights,are entirelytheirown responsibility.
Thisstandardis subjecttorevisionat any timeby the responsibletechnicalcommitteeend mustbe reviewedeveryfiveyearsand
ff notrevised,eitherreapprovedor withdrawn.Yourcommentsere Invitedeitherforrevisionof thisstandardor foradditionalstandards
and shouldbe addressedto ASTM Headquarters.Yourcommentswillreceivecarefulconsiderationat • meeting of the responsible
technicalcommittee,whichyou may affend. If youfee!that yourcommentshave not receiveda fair hearingyou should make your
viewsknownto the ASTMCommitteeon Standards,1916 RaceSt., Philadelphia,PA 19103.
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Designation: D 2794 - 90
Standard Test Method for
Resistance of Organic Coatings to the
Deformation (Impact) 1
Effects of Rapid
This standard is issued under the fixed designation D 2794; the number immediately following the designation indicates the )ear of
original adoption or. in the case of revision, the _,ear of last revision. A number in parentheses indicates the year of last reappro_al. A
supcrs_.ript epsilon (¢) indicates av, editorial change since the last rc_ision or reapproval
1. Scope
1.1 This test method covers a procedure for rapidly
deforming by impact a coating film and its substrate and for
evaluating the effect of such deformation.
1.2 This test method should be restricted to testing in only
one laboratory when numerical values are used because of
the poor reproducibility of the method. Interlaboratory
agreement is improved when ranking is used in place of
numerical values.
1.3 This standard does not purport to address the safety
problems associated with its use. It is the responsibility of/he
user of this standard to establish appropriate safety and
health practices and determine the applicability of regulatory
limitations prior to use.
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2. Referenced Documents
2. l ASTM Standards:
n 609 Practice for Preparation of Steel Panels for Testing
'aint, Varnish, Lacquer, and Related Products-"
23 Test Methods for Producing Films of Uniform
ickness of Paint, Varnish, and Related Products on
Test Panels 2
D I 186 Test Methods for Nondestructive Measurement of
Dry Film Thickness of Nonmagnetic Coatings Applied
to a Ferrous Base 2
3. Terminology
3.1 Description of Term Specific to This Standard:
3.1.1 impact resistance, of a coating--the number of
inch-pounds (kilogram-metres) required to produce cracking
in the deformed coating.
4. Summary of Test Method
4.1 The organic coatings under test are applied to suitable
thin metal panels. After the coatings have cured, a standard
weight is dropped a distance so as to strike an indenter that
deforms the coating and the substrate. The indentation can
be either an intrusion or an extrusion. By gradually in-
creasing the distance the weight drops, the point at which
failure usually occurs can be determined. Films generally fail
by cracking, which is made more visible by the use of a
magnifier, by the application of a copper sulfate (CuSO4)
; This test methtKI is under the juri'-,diction of ASTM Committee D-I on Paint
ar'" tared Coatings and Materials and is the direct responsibility of Subcom-
._!1.23 on Pi_3sical P_o?cnie, of App!ted P,dnt Films.
trent edition approsed July 27, Iqq0. Published No_embcr 1900. Originally
as D 2794 - 69. Last previous edition D 2794 - 84 _1.
2 A nnual Book (fAST31 Standards, Vol 06.0 I.
solution on steel, or by the use of a pin hole detector.
5. Significance and Use
5.1 Coatings attached to substrates can exhibit cracking i
when subjected to rapid deformation, produced by impacts
_
of objects during manufacturing and service. This test
method has been very useful in evaluating attached coatings i
for their ability to resist cracking caused by impacts.
6. Apparatus
6.1 Tester, consisting of a vertical tube to guide a
cylindrical weight that is dropped on a punch resting on the i
test panel) !
6.1.1 Guide Tube, 24 to 48 in. (0.6 to 1.2 m) long mounted
vertically in a base plate. A slot is cut lengthwise on one side i
of the tube to act as a guide for a cylindrical weight that fits i
inside the tube. Graduations are marked in inch-pounds I
along the slot. The base is constructed so that a thin fiat i
panel can be inserted at 2 in. (50 mm) below the tube.
6.1.2 Weight, metal cylinder, made to fit inside the guide
tube. A pin is fitted into one side of the weight to act as a !
guide by riding in the slot of the tube and to serve as a handle
by which the weight can be raised and released and serve as t,
the indicator of inch-pounds (kilogram-metres). #
6.2 lndenter--A steel punch with a hemispherical head I
having a diameter of either 0.500 in. (12.7 mm) or 0.625 in. i
(15.9 mm). The head rests on the test panel and the punch is
held vertically by a guide ring. i
6.3 Panel Support--A steel fixture _ith a 0.64-in. (16.3- !,
mm) diameter cylindrical hole centered under the indenter i
for supporting the test panel. !
6.4 Magnifier.
6.5 Pin Hole Detector. 4
7. Reagents
7.1 An acidified copper sulfate (CuSO4) solution prepared
by dissolving 10 g of CuSO_.5H20 in 90 g of 1.0 S
hydrochloric acid (HCI).
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8. Test Specimens
8.1 Apply uniform coatings of t_e material to be tested to
3 Suitable instruments are the Gardner-SPl Modified Impact Tester, available ,
from BYK-Gardner, Inc., Gardner LaN'watory, 2435 Linden Lane, Silver Sprir_
MD 20910, or the Universal Impact "l-ester Model No 172, available from Paul S
Gardner Co., Inc, 316 N.E. First St., PO Box 10698. Pompano Beach. FL i
3"_ !tq-6(,_S. Eq_ .'. : T apparatus ma._ b¢ used
"=Suitable instrurncnts are the Elcometer Pinhole Detector Model 104 a_,_ i
Zorelco Model 169 Pin Hole Detector, a_ailable from Zorelco Corp., PO fk_t :
25500, Cleveland Oil 44125, and the K-D Bird Dog Holiday Detector.
Pt, 
a,
k_tector.
_,Fgage (0.025 in. or 0.63 mm) steel panels treated _4th a
_nversion coating in accordance with Procedure A of
l_aetice D 609, unless otherwise specified. Prepare a min-
:._urn of four coated panels for the material.
NOTE l--The coatings should be applied in accordance with Test
.t!ethods D 823, or as agreed upon between the producer and the user.
_her gage steel panels may be used if agreed upon between the
rr0dueerand the user.
L2 Cure the coated panels under conditions of humidity
.,ndtemperature agreed upon between the producer and the
_._r.
NOTE 2--The thickness of the dry coatings should be measured in
axordancewith Test Methods D 1186.
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9. Conditioning
9.1 Unless otherwise agreed upon between the producer
andthe user, condition the coated test panels for at least 24 h
a: 73.5 - 3.5"F (23 +__2"C) and 50 __.5 % relative humidity.
f0nduet the test in the same environment or immediately
on removal therefrom.
10. Procedure
10.1 Install the punch having the head diameter specified
0: agreed upon. Place the test panel in the apparatus with the
coated side either up or down as specified or agreed upon. Be
sure the panel is fiat against the base support and that the
indenter is in contact with the top surface of the panel.
Lightlyplace the weight on the indenter and adjust the guide
tube so that the lifting pin is at the zero mark. Raise the
,eight up the tube to a height where it is expe_ted that no
failure will occur. Release the weight so that it drops on the
indenter.
10.2 Remove the test panel from the apparatus and
0bsen,e the impact area for cracks in the coating. If no cracks
are evident, repeat the procedure at a greater height, in-
creasing 1 in. (25 mm) at a time. Once visible cracks are
observed, repeat the test five times at each of three heights;
£ightly above, slightly below, and at that determined in the
firsttrial. Test in a random fashion so that all impacts from
one height are not made in succession or on one panel.
10.3 Examine the impacted areas for cracking by one of
the following methods:
10.3.1 Use a magnifier to examine the area for cracks.
10.3.2 Hold a white flannel-tFpe cloth saturated with the
a:idified copper sulfate (CuSO4) solution (7.1) over the
([_1_D 2794
impacted areas for at least 15 min. Remove the cloth and
examine both the lest areas and cloth for evidence of copper
deposition or iron-rust staining respectively.
NOTE 3--The copper sulfate solution will not p_rform propcrl.v on
zinc-phosphale-treated metal unless the conversion coating cracks.
10.3.3 TO detect breaks in the film with a pin hole
detector, firsl connect the ground lead from the instrument
to the bare substrate and connect the instrument to an
electrical power source• Moisten the probe sponge wilh lap
water and slowly draw the probe over the impact area. The
presence of cracks will be indicated by an audible alarm.
10.4 For each inch-pound (kilogram-metre) level, tabulate
the number of times the coating passed or failed. The value
where the results change from mainly passing to mainly
failing is the impact failure end point.
11. Report
11.1 Report the following for each coating'tested:
11.1.1 The inch-pounds (kilogram-metres) at the impact
failure end point,
11.1.2 Whether intrusion or extrusion was used,
11.1.3 Diameter of the punch used,
11.1.4 Thickness of coating,
11.1.5 Substrata thickness and type of metal,
11.1.6 Method of panel preparation, and
11.1.7 Atmospheric conditions under which the coated
panels were conditioned and tested.
NOTE 4--Because of the poor reproducibility of this method, the
reporting of inch-pounds (kilogram-metres) in comparing coatings for
impact resistance should be restricted to one laboratory. For interlabo-
rater3 comparisons, rankings of coatings for impact resistance should be
reported.
12. Precision
12.1 On the basis of an inlerlaboralory test in which
operators in six laboratories tested three paints having a
broad range of impact resistance on two metal substrates, the
between-laboratories coefficients of variation were found to
be as follows:
Brittle coating (less than 6 in.-lb)
Average coating (between 6 and 140 in.-Ib)
Flexible coating (more than 140 in.-lb)
(0.625 in:diameter punch)
Coefficient of Variation
• Intrusion. Extrusion.
,% %
25 100
80 I00
I0 25
The American Society for Testing and Materials takes no position respecting the validity of an), patent rights asserted in connection
with any item mentioned in this standard. Users of this standard are expressly advised that determination of the vahdi:y of any such
patent rights, and the risk of infringement of such rights, are entirely their own responsibility.
This standard is subject to revision at any time by the responsible technical committee and must _e reviewed every five years and
ff not revised, either reapproved or withdrawn. Your comments are invited either for revision of this standard or for additional standards
and should be addressed to ASTM Headquarters. Your comments will receive careful consideratior_ at a meehng of the responsible
technical committee, which you may attend. If you feel that your comments have not received a fair hearing you should make your
views known to the ASTM Committee on Standards, 1916 Rac_ St., Philade!pSia, PA 19103.
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_[_ Designation: D 3359-90
Standard Test Methods for
Measuring Adhesion by Tape Test 1
Thisstandard is issuedunderthe fixeddesignationD 3359;the number immedialely followingthe designalionindicatesthe year of
originaladoptionor, inthe case of revision,theyear oflasl revision.A numberin parenthesesindicatesthe )car of lastreapproval.A
superscriptepsilon(d indicatesan editorialchangesincethe last res_sion or reapproval.
Thesemethodshave beer;appro_edfor use by agenciesof the Department olD(lense. Consult the DaD h,d__qf S)_ccificario_._am/
Standardsfor the spec(_c)'earof issue whichhasbeenadoptedby the Departmentof Defense.
I. Scope
1.1 These test methods cover procedures for assessing the
i_hesion of coating films to metallic substrates by applying
_nd removing pressure-sensitive tape over cuts made in the
film.
1.2 Test Method A is primarily intended for use at job
sites while Test Method B is more suitable for use in the
laboratory. Also, Test Method B is not considered suitable
forfilms thicker than 5 mils (125-1am).
NOTEl_Subject to agreement between the purchaserand the seller,
"lestMethod B can be used for thicker films if wider spaced cuts are
¢:r,ployed.
1.3These testmethods arc used to establishwhetherthe
adhesionofa coatingtoa substrateisata generallyadequate
level.They do not distinguishbetween higher levelsof
adhesionforwhich more sophisticatedmethods of measure-
mentarcrequired.
NOTE2_It shouldberecognizedthaldifferencesinadherabilityof
thecoating surface can affect the results obtained _Jth coatings having
thesame inherent adhesion.
1.4 In multicoat systems adhesion failure may occur
between coats so that the adhesion of the coating system to
the substrate is not determined.
1.5 This standard does not purport to address the safety
problems associated with its use. It is the responsibility of the
user of this standard to establish appropriate safety and
health practices and determine the applicability of regulatory
limitations prior to use.
2. Referenced Documents
2.1 ASTM Standards':
D609 Methods for Preparation of Steel Panels for Testing
Paint, Varnish, Lacquer, and Related Products 2
D823 Test Methods for Producing Films of Uniform
Thickness of Paint, Varnish, and Related Products on
Test Panels 2
D 1730 Practices for Preparation of Aluminum and Alu-
minum-Alloy Surfaces for Painting 3
D2092 Practices for Preparation of Zinc-Coated (Gah'a-
nized) Steel Surfaces for Painting 2
D2370 Test Method for Tensile Properties of Organic
Coatings:
D3330 Test Method for Peel Adhesion of Pressure-
Sensitive Tape of 180" Angle 4
D 4060 Test Method for Abrasion Resistance of Organic
Coatings by the Taber Abraser 2
3. Summary of Test Methods
3.1 Test Method A--An X-cut is made in the film to the
• substrate, pressure-sensitive tape is applied over the cut and
then removed, and adhesion is assessed qualitatively on the 0
to 5 scale.
3.2 Test Method B_A lattice pa_tern with either six or
eleven cuts in each direction is made in the film to the
substrate, pressure-sensitive tape is applied over the lattice
and then removed, and adhesion is evaluated by comparison
_4th descriptions and illustrations.
4. Significance and Use
4.1 If a coating is to fulfill its function of protecting or
decorating a substrate, it must adhere to it for the expected
service life. Because surface preparation (or lack of it) has a
drastic effect on adhesion of coatings, a test method for
evaluating adhesion to different surface treatments or of
different coatings to the same treatment is of considerable
use in the industry.
4.2 The limitations of all adhesion methods and the
specific limitation of this test method to lower levels of
adhesion (see 1.3) should be recognized before using it. The
intra- and inter-laboratory precision of this test method is
similar to other widely-accepted tests for coated substrales
(for example, Test Method D2370 and Test Method
D 4060), but this is partly the result of it being insensitive to
all but large differences in adhesion. The limited scale of 0 to
5 was selected deliberately to avoid a false impression of
being sensitive.
TEST METHOD A--X-CUT TAPE TEST
5. Apparatus and Mal_rials
5.1 Cutting Tool--$harp razor blade, scalpel, knife or
other cutting devices. II is of particular importance that the
J "lhcst _ lest rncll_od_ at( tinder Ibt" jun,,di:linn of ASI _,'. (olnn,ltlec I) I on
Pc;nt and Rcl:,lt'd ('o_Iin_r_ and Maleri:,l' and art the d_rc;.'t rc_l,onsibihv: ol
$:t_.':_rnmittcc lY, q 23 on Ir't_} sica] PI_IV:,nlc ', of Applied 1'_ ": I _!.v
Currcnl edilioh approved Oct. 2(,. 199(J Published D.'c,.'r.,b_r 19_t. Origlr, ally
Published as D 3359 - 74. Las! previous edition D 3359 - I.:'7.
2 Ar_r, ua! B_.,I, c_¢ASTM Stat, dards. Vo! 0(, 01.
"aAnr,.a! BooL ofASTM Standa_d_, Vols 02.05 and 06 h_
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Am:ual B,._,L o[ASIM Sm,ut,,d. Vt,l 15.0_i.
"_Perma_'cl q9 manufactured b) Pt_ma'.cl. Ncv. l_un_it'l. NJ 0_"_03. and
ax';t{l._t-,l_ frOrlt v:iri_,u_ }'¢rn_.!,'t ] lay,:" d_!l'Jbolots, is rcp'wtc.q tt_ t_' st:i',: _ l: h_r thi_
puq_,tt "The manufacture_ of thi_ I_7,_ and lht m:_nufa_'lur('r of lhc tap'/ ut, cd in
lhc imerlaborator). $1udy _ h_xc advised this subcommillcc Ih_l the properties of
these I_,r,-:, were ehan['cd Users of ii __h.,uld. therefore, chcc], _helhcr eurrenl
malcria! gives comparablt' rcsuhs to prt ,_c>,_r sulr, y, hcd m_cria!.
ocutting edges be in good condition.
5.2 Cutting Guide--Steel or other hard metal straightedge
ensure straight cuts.
._.3 Tape-One-inch (25-mm) wide semitransparent pres-
e-Sensitive tape with an adhesion strength agreed upon by
supplier and the user is needed• Because of the variability
dhesion strength from batch-to-batch and with time, it is
essential that tape from the same batch be used when tests
are to be run in different laboratories. If this is not possible
the test method should be used only for ranking a series of
test coatings•
5.4 Rubber Eraser, on the end of a pencil.
5.5 llhtmination--A light source is helpful in determining
whether the cuts have been made through the film to the
substrate.
6. Test Specimens
6.1 When this test method is used in the field, the
specimen is the coated structure or article on which the
adhesion is to be evaluated.
6.2 For laboratory use apply the materials to be tested to
panels of the composition and surface conditions on which it
is desired to determine the adhesion.
NOTE 3--Applicable test panel description and surface preparation
methods are given in Methods D 609 and Practices D 1730 and D 2092.
NOTE 4--Coatings should be applied in accordance with Test
Methods D 823, or as agreed upon between the purchaser and the seller.
NOTE 5--1f desired or specified, the coated test panels may be
subjected to a preliminary exposure such as water immersion, salt spray,
or high humidity before conducting the tape test. The conditions and
• "ae of exposure _ill be governed by ultimate coating use or shall be
_'ed upon between the purchaser and seller.
Procedure
7.1 Select an area free of blemishes and minor surface
imperfections. For tests in the field, ensure that the surface is
clean and dry. Extremes in temperature or relative humidity
may affect the adhesion of the tape or the coating.
7.2 Make two cuts in the film each about 1.5 in. (40 mm)
long that intersect near their middle with a smaller angle of
between 30 and 45". When making the incisions, use the
straightedge and cut through the coating to the substrate in
one steady motion.
7.3 Inspect the incisions for reflection of light from the
metal substrate to establish that the coating film has been
penetrated. If the substrate has not been reached make
another X in a different location• Do not attempt to deepen
a previous cut as this may affect adhesion along the incision•
7.4 Remove two complete laps of the pressure-sensitive
tape from the roll and discard. Remove an additional length
at a steady (that is, not jerked) rate and cut a piece about 3
in. (75 mm) long.
7.5 Place the center of the tape at the intersection of the
cuts with the tape running in the same direction as the
smaller angles• Smooth the tape into place by finger in the
area of the incisions and then rub firmly with the eraser on
the end of a pencil. The color under the transparent tape is a
useful indication of when goo d contact has been made.
7.6 Within 90 ___30 s of application, remove the tape bv
.zing the free end and pulling it off rapidly (not jcrkcd')
upon itself at as close to an angle of 180" as possible•
7.7 Inspect the X-cut area for removal ofcoating from the
3359
substrate or previous coating and
accordance with the following scare:
5A
4A
3A
rate the adhesion in
No peeling or removal,
Trace peeling or removal along incisions or at their intersection,
Jagged removal along incisions up to _/,6in. (I.6 mm) on either
side,
2A Jagged removal along most of incisions up to Vain. (3.2 ram) on
either side,
IA Removal from most of the area of the X under the tape. and
0A Removal be)ond the area of the X.
7.8 Repeat the test in two other locations on each test
panel. For large structures make sufficient tests to ensure that
the adhesion evaluation is representative of the whole
surface.
7.9 After making several cuts examine the cutting edge
and, if necessary, remove any flat spots or wire-edge by
abrading lightly on a fine oil stone before using again.
Discard cutting tools that develop nicks or other defects that
tear the film.
8. Report
8.1 Report the number of tests, their mean and range, and
for coating systems, where the failure occurred that is,
between first coat and substrate, between first and second
coat, etc.
8.2 For field tests report the structure or article tested, the
location and the environmental conditions at the time of
testing•
8.3 For test panels report the substrate employed, the type
of coating, the method of cure, and the environmental
conditions at the time of testing•
8.4 If the adhesion strength of the tape has been deter-
mined in accordance with Test Method D 3330, report the
results with the adhesion rating(s).
9. Precision and Bias 6
9.1 In an interlaboratory study of this test method in
which operators in six laboratories made one adhesion
measurement on three panels each of three coatings covering
a wide range of adhesion, the withifi-laboratories standard
deviation was found to be 0.33 and the between-laboratories
0.44. Based on these standard deviations, the folloging
criteria should be used for judging the acceptability of results
at the 95 % confidence level:
9.1.1 Repeatability--Provided adhesion is uniform over a
large surface, results obtained by the same operator should
be considered suspect if they differ by more than I rating
unit for two measurements.
9.1.2 Reprodttcibility--Two results, each the mean of
triplicates, obtained by different operators should be consid"
ered suspect if they differ by more than 1.5 rating units.
9.2 Bias cannot be established for these test methods.
TEST I_IETIIOD B_CROSS-CUT TAPE TEST
10. Apparatus and Materials
10 1 Cutting Tool--Sharp razor blade, scalnel knife or t
other cutting device'having a cutting edge or edges ang _" i
6Supporting da_a are available from ASTM Headquarters. RequeSt I_g
D01-1008.
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between 15 and 30* that will make either a single cut or
several cuts at once. It is of particular importance that the
cutting edge be in good condition.
10.2 Cutting Guide--If cuts are made manually (as op-
posed to a mechanical apparatus) a steel or other hard metal
_raightedge or template to ensure straight cuts.
10.3 gule_Tempered steel rule graduated in 0.5 mm for
measuring individual cuts.
10A Tape, as described in 5.3.
10.5 Rubber Eraser, on the end of a pencil.
10.6 Illumination, as described in 5.5.
10.7 Magnifying Glass--An illuminated magnifier to be
u_d while making individual cuts and examining the test
area,
I1. Test Specimens
I 1.1 Test specimens shall be as described in Section 6.
12. Procedure
12.1 Where required or when agreed upon, subject the
specimens to a preliminary test before conducting the tape
test (see Note 3). After drying or testing, select an area free of
blemishes and minor surface imperfections.
12.2 Place the panel on a firm base and under the
illuminated magnifier make parallel cuts as follows:
12.2.1 For coatings having a dry film thickness up to and
including 2.0 mils (50 pm) space the cuts 1 mm apart and
make eleven cuts unless otherwise agreed upon.
12.2.2 For coatings having a dry film thickness between
2.0 mils (50 lam) and 5 mils (125 pm), space th_ cuts 2 mm
apart and make six cuts. For films thicker than 5 mils use
Test Method A.
12.2.3 Make all cuts about 3A in. (20 mm) long. Cut
through the film to the substrate in one steady motion using
just sufficienl pressure on the cutting tool to have the cutting
edge reach the subslrate. When making successive single cuts
with the aid of a guide, place the guide on the uncut area.
12.3 After making the required cuts brush the film lightly
_ith a soft brush or tissue to remove any detached flakes or
ribbons of coatings.
12.4 Examine the cutting edge and, if necessary, remove
any flat spots or wire-edge by abrading lightly on a fine oil
stone. Make the additional number of cuts at 90" to and
centered on the original cuts.
12.5 Brush the area as before and inspect the incisions for
reflection of light from the substrale. If the metal has not
been reached make another grid in a different location.
12.6 Remove two complete laps of tape and discard.
Remove an additional length at a steady (that is, not jerked)
rate and cut a piece about 3 in. (75 mm) long.
12.7 Place the center of the tape over the grid and in the
area of the grid smooth into place by a finger. To ensure
good conlacl with the film rub the tape firmly with the eraser
on lhe end of a pencil. The color under the tape is a useful
indiction of when good contact has been made.
12.8 Within 90 ± 30 s of applicalion, remove the lape by
Stiziny the frec end and rapidly (not jerked) pulling it off at
_ clo:,'c lo ar, _h_'Ic of 180' a_. possible.
12.9 Inspect the grid area for removal of coalinl; from lhc
Subslrale or from a previous coalinl_ using, the illuminated
n_a_nifie_. Rate the adhesion in accordance with the fol-
lo_4ng scale illustrated in Fig. !:
5B The edges of the cuts are completely smooth; none of the squares
of the lattice is detached.
4B Small flakes of the coating are detached at intersections: less than
5 _ of the area is affected.
3B Small flakes of the coating are detached along edges and at
intersections of cuts. The area affected is 5 to 15 ff oflhe lauice.
2B The coating has flaked along the edges and on parts of the squares.
The area affected is 15 to 35 ,%of the lauice.
IB The coating has flaked along the edges of cuts in large ribbons and
whole squares have detached. The area affected is 35 to 65 % of
the lattice.
0B Flaking and detachment worse than Grade I.
12.10 Repeal the test in two other locations on each tes_
panel.
13. Report
13.1 Report the number of tests, their mean and range,
and for coating systems, where the failure occnrred, that is,
between first coal and substrale, between first and second
coat, elc.
13.2 Report the substrate employed, the type of coating
and the method of cure.
13.3 If the adhesion strength of the tape has been deter-
mined in accordance with Test Melhod D 3330, report the
Classification of Adhesion Tesl Results
Classificalion
5B
4B
3B
2B
18
OP
Surface of cross-cut area from
which flaking has occurred.
(Example for six paralled cuts)
None
,,._.. _
f, rc_ler Ihan 655
5_3
FIG. 1 Classificationof Adhesion Test Results
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results with the adhesion rating(s).
Precision and Bias 6
4.1 On the basis of two interlaboratory tests of this test
tthod in one of which operators in six laboratories made
one adhesion measurement on three panels each of three
coatings covering a wide range of adhesion and in the other
operators in six laboratories made three measurements on
two panels each of four different coatings applied over two
other coatings, the pooled standard deviations for within-
and between-laboratories were found to be 0.37 and 0.7.
Based on these standard deviations, the following criteria
should be used for judging the acceptability of results at the
95 % confidence level:
14.1.1 Repeatability---Provided adhesion is uniform OVer
a large surface, results obtained by the same operator should
be considered suspect if they differ by more than one rating
unit for two measurements.
14.1.2 Reproducibility--Two results, each the mean of
duplicates or triplicates, obtained by different operators
should be considered suspect if they differ by more than two
rating units.
14.2 Bias cannot be established for these test methods.
The American Society for Testing and Materials takes no position respecting the validity of any patent rights asserted in connection
with any item mentioned in this standard. Users of this standard are expressly advised that determination of the validity of any such
patent rights, and the risk of infringement of such rights, are entirely their own responsibility.
This standard is subject to revision at any time by the responsible technical committee and must be reviewed every five years and
ff not revised, either reapproved or withdrawn. Your comments are invited either for revision of this standard or for additional standards
and should be addressed to ASTM Headquarters. Your comments will receive careful consideration at a meeting of the responsible
technical committee, which you may attend. If you feel that your comments have not received a fair hearing you should make your
views known to the ASTM Committee on Standards, 1916 Race St., Philadelphia, PA 19103.
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Standard Test Method for
Abrasion Resistance of Organic Coatings by the Taber
Abraser 1
This standard is issued under th= fixed designation D 4060; the number immediately following the designation indicates the year of
original adoption or, in the case of re',isiou, the year of last revision. A number in parentheses indicates the )ear of last reapproval. A
superscript epsilon (() indicates an editorial change since the last revision or reappro',a/.
1. Scope
1.1 This test method covers the determination of the
resistance of organic coatings to abrasion produced by the
Taber Abraser on coatings applied to a plane, rigid surface,
such as a metal panel.
1.2 Because of the poor reproducibility of this test
method, it should be restricted to testing in only one
laboratory when numerical abrasion resistance values are to
be used. Interlaboratory agreement is improved significantly
when rankings of coatings are used in place of numerical
values.
1.3 This standard does not purport to address the safety
problems associated with its use. It is the responsibility of the
user of this standard to establish appropriate safety and
health practices and determine the applicability of regulatory
limitations prior to use.
2. Referenced Documents
".1 ASTM Standards."
D823 Test Methods for Producing Films of Uniform
Thickness of Paint, Varnish, and Related Products on
Test Panels 2
D968 Test Methods for Abrasion Resistance of Organic
Coatings by Failing Abrasive 2
D I005 Test Methods for Measurement of Dry-Film
Thickness of Organic Coatings Using Micrometers 2
D 1186 Test Methods for Nondestructive Measurement of
Dry Film Thickness of Nonmagnetic Coatings Applied
to a Ferrous Base 2
D 1400 Test Method for Nondestructive Measurement of
Dry Film Thickness of Nonconductive Coatings Ap-
plied to a Nonferrous Metal Base 2
D2240 Test Method for Rubber PropertyuDurometer
Hardness 3
3. Terminology
3.1 Descriptions of Terms Specific to Th& Standard"
3.1.1 Abrasion resistance can be expressed as one or more
of the following terms:
3.1.1.1 wear index--lO00 times the loss in weight in
milligrams per cycle.
3.1.1.2 weight loss--the loss in weight in milligrams,
t This test method is under the jurisdiction of ASTM Committee D-I on Paint
and Related Coatings and Materials and is the direct re_ponsibilit.v of Subcom-
itte_ D0t.23 on Physical Properties o(App[ied Paifit Films,
.Turrent edition approxed Ma) 25, 1990 Published Jul? Iq00 Originall_
ablished as D 4060 - 81. Last previous edition D 4(}60 - 84.2.4nnual Book of .-ISLII Standards, Vol 06,01.
3 Annual Boo/( ofASTM Slarzdard3. VoI 09,01.
determined at a specified number of cycles.
3.1.3 wear o'cles per rail--the number of cycles of abra.
sion required to wear a film through to the substrate per rail
of film thickness.
4. Summary of Test Method
4.1 The organic coating is applied at uniform thickness to
a plane, rigid panel and, after curing, the surface is abraded
by rotating the panel under weighted abrasive wheels.
4.2 Abrasion resistance is calculated as loss in weight at a
specified number of abrasion cycles, as loss in weight per
cycle, or as number of cycles required to remove a unit
amount of coating thickness.
5. Significance and Use
5.1 Coating on substrates can be damaged by abrasion
during manufacturing and service. This test method has bee_
useful in evaluating the abrasion resistance of attached
coatings. Ratings produced by this test method have cone.
lated well with ratings produced by the falling abrasive valuc_
in Test Method D 968.
6. Apparatus
6.1 Taber Abraser. 4
6.2 Abrasive Wheels--Resilient calibrase wheels No. CS-
10 or CS-17, as required, shall be used. Because of the slc_
hardening of the rubber bonding material in this type _f
wheel, the wheels should not be used after the date marked
on them, or one year after their purchase if the wheels arc
not dated.
NOTE l--The hardness of the wheels can be checked by Test MethM
D 2240. An acceptable hardness for both types of wheels is 81 + 5 ur.:a
on Shore Durorneter A-2 Scale.
NOrE 2--The CS-17 wheels produce a harsher abrasion than tY.¢
CS- I 0 wheels.
6.3 Resurfacing Medium, an S-I 1 abrasive disk, used let
resurfacing the abrasion wheels.
6.4 Vacuu,n Pick-Up Assembly, consisting of a vacua.'..
unit, a variable transformer suction regulator, a nozzle _i'._
bracket attachment, and a connecting hose with adaptor.
7. Test Specimens
7.1 Apply a uniform coating of the material to be tested :"
a plane, rigid panel. Specimens shall be a disk 4 in. (100 r_ "
in diameter or a plate 4-in. (100-mm)square with roun?_ i
corners and v, ith a _/4-in. (6.3-ram) hole centrally locate"
* Available from Teledyne Taber, North Tonawanda, NY 14120.
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ach panel. Prepare a minimum of two coated panels for the
_,atefial.
_orE 3--The coatingsshould be applied in accordancewith Test
¢_thodsD 823. or as agreedupon betweenthepurchaserand theseller.
Note4--The thickness of the dry coatings should be measured in
;,.ordancewith Test Methods D 1005,D 1186, or D 1400.
_ Standardization
8.1 Mount the selected abrasive wheels on their respective
:]nge holders, taking care not to handle them by their
:_rasivesurfaces. Adjust the load on the wheels to 1000 g.
8.2 Mount the resurfacing medium (S-f1 abrasive disk)
,_ the turntable. Lower the abrading heads carefully until
the wheels rest squarely on the abrasive disk. Place the
racuum pick-up nozzle in position and adjust it to a
distanceof V32in. (1 mm) above the abrasive disk.
8.3 Set the counter to "zero" and set the suction regulator
toapproximately 50 points on the dial. The setting may be
increased to 90 if more effective removal of the abradings
appearsnecessary.
8.4 Start the vacuum pick-up and then the turntable of
zbeabrader. Resurface the wheels by running them 50 cycles
againstthe resurfacing medium.
NOTt5--The wheels should be resurfaced in this manner before
lestingeach specimenand after every500 cycles.
9. Conditioning
9.1 Cure the coated panel under conditions of humidity
and temperature as agreed upon between purchaser and
seller.
9.2 Unless otherwise agreed upon between purchaser and
seller,condition the coated panel for at least 24 h at 23 _ 2°C
and 50 _+5 % relative humidity. Conduct the test in the same
environment or immediately on removal therefrom.
10. Procedure
10.1 Weigh the test specimen to the nearest 0.1 mg and
record this weight, if either the wear index or the weight loss
is to be reported.
10.2 Measure the coating thickness of the test specimen in
severallocations along the path to be abraded.
10.3 Mount lhe tesl specimen on the turntable. Place the
abrading heads on the test film and the vacuum pick-up
nozzle in position as outlined in 8.2. Set the counter and
suction regulator as outlined in 8.3.
10.4 Start the vacuum pick-up and then the turntable of
the abrader. Subject the test specimen to abrasion for the
specified number of cycles or until wear through of the
coalin8 is observed. In determining the point of wear
through, stop the instrument at intervals for examination of
the test specimen.
10.5 Remove any loose abradings remaining on the test
specimen by light brushing. Reweigh the lest specimen.
10.6 Repeat 10.1 to 10.5 on at least one additional test
specimen of the material under test.
I I. Calculation
I 1.1 H'ear lndex_Compule the wear index, 1, of a lest
specimen as follows:
(A - B) 10001= C
where:
A = weight of test specimen before abrasion, mg,
B = weight of test specimen after abrasion, mg, and
C = number of cycles of abrasion recorded.
NOTE6--In calculatingwear indexit may be advisabl_to discard the
last 200 cyclesbecause the results may be affected by abrasion of the
exposedsubstrate.
11.2 ltWght Loss--Compute weight toss, L, of the test
specimen as follows:
L=A-B
where:
A = weight of test specimen before abrasion, rag, and
B = wright of test specimen after abrasion, rag.
11.3 If'ear Cycles Per Mil_Compute the wear cycles per
mil, H, of the test specimen as follows:
W= D/T
where:
D = number of cycles of abrasion required to wear coaling
through to substrate and
T = thickness of coating, mils (0.001 in.) (to one decimal
place).
NOTF7--In calculatingthewear cycles,it is advisableto discard the
first and last readings becausethe first may be affectedby an uneven
surfaceand the lasl by abrasion of parts of the substrate.
12. Report
12.1 Report the following information for each lest mate-
rial:
12.1.1 Temperature and humidity during conditioning
and at the lime of testing,
12.1.2 Thickness of coaling when wear cycles are speci-
fied,
12.1.3 Kind ofcalibrase abrasive wheels used,
12.1.4 Load applied to the abrasive wheels,
12.1.5 Number of wear cycles recorded for each test
specimen,
TABLE1 Precisionof TaberAbrasionValues 'i
"--'-----v,'( :7'_-----'-k,_..)a',5OC,cyctes
Within Laboratory Between Laboratories
Coefficient of Maxirpt/m Maximum
Aiiowable Coefficient of Allowable
Va,iation, _t Di_e,en:_ _ Variation, _ Difference,
12 48 36 105
Weight loss at 1035 c)':Aes 111 4C 3[J 90
Wea, m6ex al 5Db cyck:_--, 13 52 3£ 106
Wed, index at 1000 cycles 10 4£ 30 92
Cycbs per rn;! 13 44 31 92
 ;,pRalen
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12.1.6 Wear index, weight loss, or wear cycles per rail for
each test specimen, and
12.1.7 Mean and range ofthe abrasion resistance values of
: replicate coated panels.
Precision s
13.1 On the basis of an interlaboratory test of this test
method in which operators in five laboratories tested four
coatings having a broad range of abrasion resistance, the
within-laboratory coefficients of variation and between-
laboratories coefficients of variation were found to be those
in Table I. Based upon these coefficients, the following
criteria should be used for judging the acceptability of results
at the 95 % confidence level:
13.1.1 Repeatability--Two results by the same operator
should be considered suspect if they differ by more than the
maximum allowable difference values shown in Table 1.
13.1.2 Reproducibility--Two results obtained by opera.
tors in different laboratories should be considered suspect if
they differ by more than the maximum allowable difference
values shown in Table 1.
NOTE 8--When this test method is used to rank a series of coatings
by magnitude of abrasion resistance, the precision is significantly b_tter
than shown in Table I. In the interlaboratory study for evaluating
precision, all laboratories ranked the coatings in the same order of
abrasion resistance.
Supporting data are availal:.le from ASI-M Headquarters. Request RR:
D01-1037.
14. Keywords
14.1 wear index
The American Society for Testing and Materials takes no position respecting the validity of any patent rights asserted in connection
wfh any item mentioned in this standard. Users of this standard are expressty advised that determination of the validity of any such
patent rights, and the risk of infringement of such rights, are entirely their own responsibility.
This standard is subject to revision_at any time by the responsible technical committee and must be reviewed every five years and
if not revised, either reapproved or withdrawn. Your comments are invited either for revision of this standard or for additional standards
and should be addressed to ASTM Headquarters. Your comments wi// receive careful consideration at a meeting of the responsible
technicaf committee, which you may attend, ff you fee/that your comments have not received a fair hearing you should make your
views known to the ASTM Committee on Standards, 1916 Race St., Philadelphia, PA 19103.
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I1 Designation: D 4214 - 89
Standard Test Methods for
Evaluating the Degree of Chalking of Exterior Paint Films 1
This standard is issued under the fixed designation D 4214; the number immed ately fol ow ng the designation indicates the year of
original adoption or, in the case of revision, the ).ear of last revision. A number in parentheses indicates the )ear of last rcapprova]. A
superscript epsilon G) indicates an editorial change since the last revision or reappro_al.
: Scope
: 1.1 These test methods cover the evaluation of the degree
i/chalking on white or lightly tinted exterior paint fdms. It
:_,scribes the procedures recommended for transferring the
i:halk to a fabric or fingertip, which is then compared to
_olographic reference standards, or in the case of adhesive
;_pes, compared to a reflectance table or photographic ref-
:rence standards, to determine the degree of chalking.
1.2 This standard may invoh'e hazardous materials, oper-
¢ions, and equipment. This standard does not purport to
address all of the safety problem_associated with its use. It is
_l_eresponsibility of the user of this standard to establish
_ppropriate safety and health practices and determine the
applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.
2. Referenced Documents
2.1 ,4STM Standards:
D659 Method of Evaluating Degree of Chalking of
Exterior Paints 2
D662 Test Method for Evaluating Degree ef Erosion of
Exterior Paints 2
D 1150 Single and Multi-Panel Forms for Recording
Results of Exposure Tests of Paints 2'3
E 97 Test Method for Directional Reflectance Factor,
45-Deg 0-Deg, of Opaque Specimens by Broad-Band
Filter Reflectometr3 "2
2.2 Other Document:
Pictorial Standards of Coating Defects 4
, 3. Terminology
3. l Definition."
3.1.1 chalking_the formation on a pigmented coating of
a friable powder evolved from the film itself at or just
beneath the surface.
4. Significance and Use
4.1 The procedures provide a broader range of techniques
and photographic references to evaluate chalking of exterior
i These test methods are under the jurisdiction of ASTM Committee D-I on
Paint and Related Coatings and Materials and are the direct responsibility of
Subcommittee 1301.27 on Accelerated Testing
Current edition approved March 31, 1989. Published June 1989. Originally
published as D 42 t4 - 82. Last previous edition D 4214 - 1_2 (19_7) '_.
a Annual Book ofASTM Standurd._, Vol 06.01.
3These record sheets rna) Ix" obtained flora ASTM. 191(, Race St..
Philadelphia PA 19103 (r_qucsl Adjtm_'l Nc)s 12-4115o!1-11 and 12_!15_'_-21)
ahd fr(m, the I-cd_'rati(m of S_cieti('_ fl_r Co:_lin!,_ "1t('kr,_log_. 492 Norfisl_n
Rd.. Blue Bell. PA 19422.
4 (opics of the pictorial photographk reference standard_ appli_r4'_ to "lest
]Methcp8 D 659 are contained in the pubhcation Pictorial Standard_ o(Coatin,i:,
Dt;fcct* and ma5 bc obtained fr(_m the Federation of Societies for ('oalini;,
"lerhnolof_. 492 Norrislown Rd. BIu, B,.II, PA 19422
paints than that in Method D 659 and are thus an extension
of that method.
5. Type of Chalking
5.1 Only one type of chalking is recognized, as defined in
Section 3.
6. Use of Photographic Reference Standards.
6.1 The photographic reference standards that are part of
this test method are representative of the degrees of chalking
on a paint film. The photographs shown in Figs. 1 and 2 are
for illustration purposes only and should not be used for
evaluation.
6.2 The use of photographic reference standards illus-
trated in Figs. 1, 2, 3, and 4 requires the following precau-
tions:
6.2.1 The degree of chalking will vao' over any given area.
Therefore, an average portion of the coating should be evalu-
ated. On large surfaces, it is recommended that the rating be
made at several locations and the mean and range reported.
6.2.2 It is difficult to make readings on a windy day and
making readings at such time should be avoided. It should
also be noted that rain, snow, or moisture in any form will
remove chalk so that readings should be made after a period
of clear weather and when the surface is dr3'.
6.2.3 Chalking and erosion (Note 1) are closely related,
and erosion is a result of chalking failure. However, the rate
of chalking as measured by these test methods, and the rate
of erosion may not be comparable because some pigment
combinations tend to retain chalk on the surface while other
pigment combinations exert a self-cleaning action by natural
means.
NoTr l--For lhe evalualion of erosion, see Test Method D 662.
6.3 Records may be kept on forms such as shown in Fig.
3, according to Standard D 1150, or other inspection forms.
The reporting of the results shall include the information
given in Section I0.
6.4 When this test method is referenced in specifications
for performance, the permissible degree of chalking is
established between the producer and the user.
7. Recommended Pr6cedures--Wood Substrates
7.1 Test Method.4--Method D 659:
7. l. 1 Material---Fabric, as agreed upon belween the pro-
duccr, user. or other interested parties, to rub a£ainsl the
surface bein[_ leslcd. Black woo] felt. velvet, and veh, ctecn
haxc W,ovcn p:_rti_'t_tz_rly effective.
7.1.2 P_occdurc--\Vrap the fabric around the index fin.
gertip, then app].v it with medium pressure to lhe coatin_
under obscrvalion. Rolalc the fin_,c_ through an angle of
mNPm,,mm. -ntAN'TK,i',iGTFILMED
_;]i_ O 4214
_. ;_: a•t_,'/_L_?'_'_a < "°" . . -= _
.+l
No. 8 No. 6 No. 4 No. 2
FIG. 1 Photographic Reference Standard No. l_Test Method O 659
180" holding the fabric so it also rotates. Remove the fabric
and compare the spot of chalk on it with Photographic
Reference Standard No. 1.
7.2 Test Method B--Stroke Method
7.2. i Material--Fabric as in 7.1.1. -
7.2.2 Procedure--Wrap the fabric around the index fin-
gertip, then make a 3-in. (75-mm) stroke with medium •
pressure on the coating under observation. Remove the
fabric and compare the spot of chalk on it with Photographic
Reference Standard No. 1.
7.3 Test Method C--Wet Finger Method."
7.3.1 Procedure---Moisten a fingertip and with medium
pressure make one continuous rub 2 to 2th in. (50 to 65
-q) in length on the surface under test. Compare the
_-off on the finger with Photographic Reference Standard
1. This test method can be used quite effectively by
perienced operators and is recommended mainly for
in-the-field evaluation when use of one of the other methods
is impractical.
8. Recommended Procedures--Metallic Substrate--Indus-
trial, Automotive, and Coil Coatings
8. i Test Method C--Wet Finger Method--See 7.3.
8.2 Test Method D--Transparent Tape Method "_
8.2.1 _laterials:
8.2.1.1 Celhdose Adhesive Tape, 6 _/_ in. (13 mm) wide,
pressure-sensitive.
8.2.1.2 Erqser, % in. (20 mm), wrapped with cellophane
tape.
8.2.1.3 Masking Tape, V: in. (13 mm) wide.
8.2.1.4 Plastic Sheet Protector, clear.
8.2.1.5 Photographic Reference Standard No. 2, TNO. 7
8.2. !.6 Reflectance Standard, polished black glass.
s Permission to include this method is provided as a courtesy of NL Chemicals,
Wyckoff Mills Rd., Hightstown, NJ 08520.
Permacel 404 manufactured by Permacel, Inc., Route I, New Brunswick, NJ
03903 and Scotch Brand tape No. 600 manufactured by The 3M Company,
Packaging Systems, 3M Center, Bldg. 230F267, St. Paul, MN 55144, have been
found suitable for the purpose.
The TNO Method and phcm_aphic reference standard are provided as a
, "-tesy of Verfinstituut TNO Paint Research Institute TNO, Sch_makerstraat
'_lf,. N_'d_ ,land. The original source of the photogr..phic rcfcrcnce standard
,,rated in Fig. 2 is the Paint Research Institute, TNO. The ASTM numerical
of chalking shown on the photographic reference standard is opposite to the
original TNO scale.
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8.2.1.7 Reflectance Standard, white tile.
NOTE 2iThe black reference standard is necessary as the _t-k.
ground for this measurement, since the reflectance of black paper is I0o
high. Refleciomelers (trisiimulus colorimeters), with 0 to 45 del_
geometry, use the Y value.
8.2.2 Optional Materials:
8.2.2.1 China Marker, black.
8.2.2.2 Razor Blade.
8.2.3 Preparation:
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TAPE CHALK _TING WORKSI'_ET
'_erlecte,o;. ,ethod/_.
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EadlatlOn to date
t
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Meaeurnents Av_/% Value Rat/n_
j_Ee & Sheet
Ist Set 2nd Set
J
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4 " 7
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7
9
,o I0
_ape & Sheet
_heet
Date
Inspected by
NOTe--Label sample numbers, apply initial blank tape, _ I_oceeO with tape
_X_mens of tt_ samples.
FIG. 3 Example of Worksheet
8.2.3.1 Separately mount and apply two I 1-in. (279-mm)
pieces of masking tape along the right side of the clear plastic
Sheet cover leaving 1V4 in. (32 ram) of space between the
pieces (see Fig. 3).
8.2.3.2 Remove a 2 in. (50 ram) long piece of V2 in. (I3
_rn) cellulose, pressure-sensitive adhesive tape from the roll,
l_lace it across the masking strips, and adhere it to the sheet
using a %-in. (20-ram) eraser, wrapped with cellophane tape.
_1 this tape "blank' on the clear plaslic sheet cover. A
black ch,;n:_ marker has been found usefu? for this purpose.
No]r 3--The avera_rc reflectance measurements of the initial and
ending "blank" tapes less the correction value for the clear plastic sheet
D42i4
NOTE--The CUt-OUt section is for illustration purposes only. The labeling (china
marker) may be removed by rubbing the sheet with a clean tissue or cloth.
FIG. 4 Completed Worksheet
divided by 100 are Used to verify a rating, of 10 using Table i. _
8.2.4 Procedure.
8.2.4.1 Apply a 2 in. (50 ram) long piece of V2 in. (13 mm)
wide tape to the surface being rated. Rub ten times with
moderate pressure using the covered eraser, to remove all
bubbles and prevent scratching. Remove the tape from the
surface and adhere it to the sheet by rubbing with the eraser.
Label specimens using a black china marker. Place succes-
sive tapes vertically adjacent to previous tapes, separated by'
% in. (3 mm). Follow the instructions given in 8.2.3.2, and
place the final "blank" tape across the masking tape strips
and label "blank" on the clear sheet. When completed, use a
razor blade to cut along the inside edges of the masking tape,
cutting through the adhesive tapes. The removal Of the
masking tape will leave only the tapes to be measured and
evaluated with the sample number of each tape listed on the
sheei (see worksheet example in Fig. 4). Before proceeding.
check to ensure all sample numbers have been recorded on
the sheet, k "
8.2.4.2 Insert the aA-in. (13-ram) aperture and calibrate
the reflectometer according 1o the manufacturer's instruc-
tions, settinl_ the reflectometer for zero reflectance using the
Kronr_,-Tttan Tabk for Chats Rating hot*', Reflectance Read;hi u_!n._ tb_
"lrz=sp::rcr,! "lap. Met},(,- 1_ providc,_ a: a counes.x of Kronos.'Im' G'._tH.
Leverku_n, West Germar,.x. The original r_urc_ of .l-abh I is },_ror,_s-'lr_t
GMbH.
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TABLE 1 Chalk Rating from Reflectance Reading _
Reflectance Range Chalk Rating
0-0.038 10
0.0381-0.044 9.5
0.0441-0054 9.0
0.0541-0.062 8.5
0.0621-0.072 8.0
0.0721-0062 7.5
0.0821-0.095 7.0
0,0961-0,105 6.5
0.1051-0.120 6.0
0.1201-0.131 5.5
0.1311-0.150 5.0
0.1501-0.165 4.5
0.1651-0.190 4.0
0.1901-0.210 3.5
0.2101-0.235 3.0
0.2351 --0.260 2.5
0.2601-0.286 2.0
0.2861-0.310 1,5
0.3101-0.340 1.0
0.3401-0.366 0.5
>0.366 0
A This tabTe is based upon a correlation between tape reflectance measure-
ments and visual evaluations of the same tape compared to the photographic
standards prepared by Kronos-Titan. e
black reflectance standard and standardizing with the white
reflectance standard and record the values. Refer to Test
Method E 97 should there be any question on the correct
procedure to follow in the calibration of the instrument.
8.2.5 Reflectometer Measurements:
8.2.5.1 Leave the transparent tapes mounted on the clear
plastic sheet. Remove the black paper that may have been
i"-_rted behind the sheet and fold back the unused portion
e sheet. Measure the reflectance of the clear plastic sheet
kg the black.reflectance standard of the instrument (Note
a backing or background and record its value. Move the
sheet until the first tape is exposed to the light source with
the adhesive side toward the light and the black reflectance
standard behind the area being measured, and record the
value.
8.2.5.2 Continue this procedure until ten tapes have been
measured, then check reflectance values for the white and
black standards. If no changes have occurred, proceed with
measurements. If values have changed, restandardize and
record values before proceeding to the remaining tapes.
Following the final tape measurement, record reflectance
values of the clear plastic sheet cover and the white and black
reflectance standards.
8.2.5.3 Subtract the mean reflectance value of the sheet
from each reading, enter on worksheet form (Fig. 4), or other
form used, and determine from Table 18 the chalk rating
value of each tape to the nearest 0.5 unit. Record the rating
on the worksheet or other form. The worksheet form (Fig. 4),
inserted into the plastic sheet protector with a black back-
ground gives a clear permanent record of these measure-
ments and evaluations.
8.2.6 These tape chalks may also be compared to Photo.
graphic Reference Standard No. 2 as an alternative proce.
dure.
8.3 Test Method E-TNO Method.
8.3.1 ,_[aterials:
8.3.1.1 Photographic Reference Standard No. 2 for the
determination of chalking, consisting of a photograph of fi'_e
strips of tape mounted on a black background, numbered 0.
2, 4, 6, and 8, and varying in this order from white to almost
black. The numerical rating of chalking shown on th¢
photographic reference standard is opposite of the origina_
TNO Scale.
8.3.1.2 Polyethylene Tape, 9 transparent, 1-in. (25-narnl
_ide.
8.3.1.3 Black Velvet, dull black with a short pile and
without a tendency to crush, size approximately 8 by 12 in.
(200 by 300 mm), mounted on a flat substrate. Place
adjacent to the standard for the ratings.
8.3.2 Procedure--Apply a piece of tape, approximateh
4-in. (100-mm) long, to the coating by uniform gen!!_
pressure of the finger, remove the tape, and lay it with the
adhesive side on the piece of velvet. Under diffused light
compare the tape on the black velvet with Photograph!¢
Reference Standard No. 2, and determine which of the fi_¢
grades most closely matches the whiteness of the adhering
pigment. If the degree of chalking is obviously between t_9
adjacent grades, select the intermediate odd number as the
chalk rating.
8.3.3 Chalk ratings may also be determined by following
the procedures of 8.2.3 and comparing to the values sho_
in Table 1. The use of the worksheet form shown in Figs. 3
and 4 may be used as a permanent record.
9. Recommendations
9.1 The procedures recommended for Various substrates
and coatings are based upon the results obtained in interlab-
oratory testing. The selection of the method to be used is
subject to agreement between producer and user.
10. Report
10.1 A record of the test method used, the rating, panel
number, and other pertinent information must be clearly
shown on the inspection report for each evaluation. TE_
report form may be in accordance with Standard D 1150 or
other form agreed upon between the producer and the user.
10.2 The pertinent information should include: date of
inspection, date of exposure start, purchase order number of
testing organization, duration, remarks about unusual
weather, etc., the name of the person making the inspection.
and other information agreed upon between the producer
and the seller.
9 Sellotape Z401, Transparent Polythene Electrical manufactured by Sellou_
Products Ltd., Edgeware, Middlesex, England has been found suitable for :-_._
purpose.
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(- Steel Structures Painting Council
SURFACE PREPARATION SPECIFICATION NO. 1
Solvent Cleaning
1. Scope
1.1 This specification covers the requirements for the
solvent cleaning of steel surfaces.
2. Definition
2.1 Solvent cleaning is a method for removing all visi-
ble oil, grease, soil, drawing and cutting compounds, and
other soluble contaminants from steel surfaces.
2.2 It is intended that solvent cleaning be used prior
to the application of paint and in conjunction with sur.
face preparation methods specified for the removal of rust,
mill scale, or paint.
3. Surface Preparation Before and After
Solvent Cleaning
3.1 Prior to solvent cleaning, remove foreign matter
(other than grease and oil) by one or a combination of the
following: brush with stiff fiber or wire brushes, abrade,
scrape, or clean with solutions of appropriate cleaners.
provided such cleaners are followed by a fresh water rinse.
3.2 After solvent cleaning, remove dirt, dust, and
other contaminants from the surface prior to paint appli-
cation. Acceptable methods include brushing, blow off
with clean, dry air, or vacuum cleaning.
4. Methods of Solvent Cleaning
4.1 Remove heavy oil or grease first by scraper. Then
remove the remaining oil or grease by any of the following
methods:
4.1.1 Wipe or scrub the surface with rags or brushes
wetted with solvent. Use clean solvent and clean rags or
brushes for the final wiping.
4.1.2 Spray the surface with solvent. Use clean sol-
vent for the final spraying.
4.1.3 Vapor degrease using stabilized chlorinated
hydrocarbon solvents.
4.1.4 Immerse completely in a tank or tanks of sol-
vent. For the last immersion, use solvent which does not
contain detrimental amounts of contaminant
4.1.5 Emulsion or alkaline cleaners ma,' be used in
place of the methods described Alter treatment, washth_
surface with fresh water of steam to _emo_'c detrimenla'.
residues.
4.1.6 Steam clean, using detergents or cleaners and
follow by steam or fresh water wash to remove detrimenta 1
r_sidues.
5. Inspection
5.1 All work and materials supplied under this speci-
fication shall be subject to timely inspection by the pur-
chaser or his authorized representative. The contractor
shall correct such work or replace such material as is
found defective under this specification. In case of dispute
the arbitration or settlement procedure established in the
procurement documents, if any, shall be followed. If no at-
bitration or settlement procedure is established, the pro-
cedure specified by the American Arbitration Association
shall be used.
5.2 The procurement documents covering work or
purchase should establish the responsibility for testing
and for any required affidavit certifying full compliance
with the specification.
6. Safety
6.1 All safety requirements stated in this specifica-
lion and its component parts apply in addition to any ap-
plicable federal, state, and local rules and requirements.
They also shall be in accord with instructions and require-
ments of insurance underwriters.
7. Notes*
7.1 While every precaution is taken to insure that all
information furnished in SSPC specifications is as ac.
curate, complete, and useful as possible, the SSPC cannot
assume responsibility or incur any o61igation resulting
from the use of any materials, paints, or methods specified
therein, or of the specification itself.
7.2 A Commentary Section is available (Chapter 2 of
Volume 2 of the Steel Structures Painting Manual) and con-
tains additional information and data relative to this
specification. The Surface Preparation Commentary,
SSPC-SP COM, is not part of this specification. The table
below lists the subjects discussed relevant to solvent
cleaning and appropriate Commentary Section.
Subject k SSPC.SP COM Section
Solvents and Cleaners ....... 11.1 through 11.1.3
Steam Cleaning ............. 11.1.4
Threshold Limit Values ....... 11.1.5
F dr'r, Thickness .............. 10
"Notes are not requirements of this specification.
'm
_5_P'L;qdP' Z
November 1, 1982
September 1,1989 (Editorial Change_)
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Steel Structures Painting Council
SURFACE PREPARATION SPECIFICATION NO. 2
Hand Tool Cleaning
1. Scope
1.1 This specification covers the requirements for the
hand tool cleaning of steel surfaces.
2. Definitions
2.1 Hand tool cleaning is a method of preparing steel
surfaces by the use of non-power hand tools.
2.2 Hand tool cleaning removes all loose mill scale,
loose rust, loose paint, and other loose detrimental foreign
matter. It is not intended that adherent mill scale, rust, and
paint be removed by this process. Mill scale, rust, and
paint are considered adherent if they cannot be removed
by lifting with a dull putty knife.
2.3 ISO 8501-1:1988 or other visual standards of sur-
face preparation agreed upon by the contracting parties may
be used to further define the surface.
3. Reference Standards
3.1 The standards referenced in this specification are
listed in Section 3.4 and form a part of the specification.
3.2 The latest issue, revision, or amendment of the
reference standards in effect on the date of invitation to
bid shall govern unless otherwise specified.
3.3 If there is a conflict between the requirements of
any of the cited reference standards and the specification,
the requirements of the specification shall prevail.
3.4 STEEL STRUCTURES PAINTING COUNCIL(SSPC)
SPECIFICATIONS:
SSPC-SP 1 Solvent Cleaning
3.5 International Organization for Standardization
(ISO):
8501-1:1988 Preparation of steel substrates before
application of paints and related products:
visual assessment of surface cleanliness,
Part I
4. Surface Preparation Before and After Hand
Tool Cleaning
4.1 Before hand tool cleaning, remove visible oil,
grease, soluble welding residues, and salts by the meth-
ods outlined in SSPC-SP 1.
4.2 After hand tool cleaning and prior to painting,
reclean the surface if it does not contorn_ to this Speci-
fication.
4.3 After hand tool cleanin§ and prior to painting.
remove dirt, dust, or similar conlaminants from the sur-
face. _(ce;)tat)te m_qhod-_. include brushing t,,!c_.'off with
I On' UAL,It'Y
5. Methods of Hand Tool Cleaning
impact hand tools to remove stratified rust5.1 Use
(rust scale).
5.2 Use
5.3 Use
impact hand tools to remove all weld slag.
hand wire brushing, hand abrading, hand
scraping, or other similar non-impact methods to remove
all loose mill scale, all loose or non-adherent rust, and all
loose paint.
5.4 Regardless of the method used for cleaning, if
specified in the procurement documents, feather edges of
remaining old paint so that the repainted surface can have
a reasonably smooth appearance.
5.5 If approved by the owner, use power tools or blast
cleaning as a substitute cleaning method for this specifi-
cation.
6. Inspection
6.1 All work and materials supplied under this speci-
fication shall be subject to timely inspection by the pur-
chaser or his authorized representative. The contractor
shall correct such work or replace such material as is
found defective under this specification. In case of dispute
the arbitration or settlement procedure established in the
procurement documents, if any, shall be followed. If no ar-
bitration or settlement procedure is established, the pro-
cedure specified by the American Arbitration Association
shall be used.
6.2 The procurement documents covering work or
purchase should establish the responsibility for testing
and for any required affidavit certifying full compliance
with the specification.
7. Safety
7.1 All safety requirements stated in this specifica-
tion and its component parts apply in addition to any ap-
plicabte federal, state, and local rules and requirements.
They also shall be in accord with instructions and require-
of insurance under;_vriters.
t
ments
8. Notes*
8.1 While every precaution is taken to insure that all
information furnished in SSPC specifications is as ac-
curate, complete, and useful as possible, the SSPC cannot
assume responsibility or incur any obligation resulting
from the use of any materials, paints, or methods specified
therein, or of the specification itself.
Seplember 1, 1989 (Editorial Changes)
8.2 A Commentary Section is available (Chapter 2 of
olume 2 of the Steel Structures Painting Manual) and con-
ains additional information and data relevant to this
)ecification. The Surface Preparation Commentary,
SSPC-SP COM, is not part of this specification. The table.
below lists the subjects discussed relevant to hand tool
cleaning and appropriate Commentary Section.
SSPC-SP COM Section
Degree of Cleaning ......... 11
Film Thickness ............. 10
Maintenance Painting ....... 3.2
Rust Back ................. 8
Visual Standards ........... 7
Weld Spatter ............... 4.1
*Notes are not requirements of this specification.
I)
3E
March 1, 1985
September 1, 1989 and June 1, 1991 (Edilorial Changes)
Steel Structures Painting Council
SURFACE PREPARATION SPECIFICATION NO. 10
Near-White Blast Cleaning
1. Scope
1.1 This specification covers the requirements for
Near-White Blast Cleaning of steel surfaces b)' the use of
abrasives.
2. Definition
2.1 A Near-White Blast Cleaned surface, when viewed
without magnification, shall be free of all visible oil.
grease, dirt, dust, mill scale, rust, paint, oxides, corrosion
products, and other foreign matter, except for staining as
noted in Section 2.2.
2.2 Staining shall be limited to no more than 5 per-
cent of each square inch of surface area and may consist
of light shadows, slight streaks, or minor discolorations
caused by stains of rust, stains of mill scale, or stains of
previously applied paint.
2.3 ACCEPTABLE VARIATIONS IN APPEARANCE
THAT DO NOT AFFECT SURFACE CLEANLINESS as
defined in Sections 2.1 and 2.2 include variations caused
by type of steel, original surface condition, thickness of
the steel, weld metal, mill or fabrication marks, heat
treating, heat affected zones, blasting abrasives, and dif-
ferences in the blast pattern.
2.4 When painting is specified, the surface shall be
roughened to a degree suitable for the specified paint
system.
2.5 Immediately prior to paint application, the surface
shall comply with the degree of cleaning as specified
herein.
2.6 SSPC-Vis 1-89 or other visual standards of surface
preparation may be specified to supplement the written defi-
nition.
"NOTE: Additional information on visual standards is
available in Section A.4 of the Appendix.
3. Blast Cleaning Abrasives
3.1 The selection of abrasive size and type shall be
based on the type. grade, and surface condition of the
steel to be cleaned, type of blast cleaning system
employed, the finished surface to be produced (cleanli-
ness and roughness), and whether the abrasive will be
recycled
3.2 The cleanliness and size of recycled abrasives
shall be maintained to insure compliance with tn_s
specification.
3.3 The blast cleaning abrasive shall be dry and free
of oil, grease, and other harmful materials at the time of
use.
3.4 Any limitations or restrictions on the use of
specific abrasives, quantity of contaminants, or degree of
embedment shall be included in the procurement docu-
ments (project specification) covering the work, since
abrasive embedment and abrasives containing con-
taminants may not be acceptable for some service re-
quirements.
*NOTE: Additional information on abrasive selection is
available in Section A.2 of the Appendix.
4. Reference Standards
4.1 If there is a conflict between the cited reference
standards and this specification, this specification shall
prevail unless otherwise indicated in the procurement
documents (project specification).
4.2 The standards referenced in this specification
are:
SSPC-SP 1 Solvent Cleaning
SSPC-Vis 1-89 Visual Standard for Abrasive Blast
Cleaned Steel
5. Procedure Before Blast Cleaning
5.1 Before blast cleaning, visibl e deposits of oil or
grease shall be removed by any of the methods specified
in SSPC-SP 1 or other agreed upon methods.
5.2 Before blast cleaning, surface imperfections such
as sharp fins, sharp edges, weld spatter, or burning slag
should be removed from the surface to the extent required
by the procurement documents (project specification)i
*NOTE: Additional information on surface imperfections is
available in Section A.5 of the Appendix.
6. Blast Cleaning M_thods and Operation
6.1 Clean, dry. compressed air shall be used for
nozzle blasting. Moisture separators, oil separators, traps
"Notes are not requirements ot th=s specification
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or other equipment may be necessary to achieve this re-
quirement.
6.2 Any of the following methods of surface prepara-
tion may be used to achieve a Near-White Blast Cleaned
surface:
6.2.1 Dry abrasive blasting using compressed air.
blast nozzles, and abrasive.
6.2.2 Dry abrasive blasting using a closed cycle, recir-
culating abrasive system with compressed air, blast noz-
zle, and abrasive, with or without vacuum for dust and
abrasive recovery.
6.2.3 Dry abrasive blasting, using a closed cycle,
recirculating abrasive system with centrifugal wheels and
abrasive.
6.3 Other methods of surface preparation (such as
wet abrasive blasting) may be used to achieve a Near-
White Blast Cleaned surface by mutual agreement be-
tween the party responsible for performing the work and
the party responsible for establishing the requirements or
his representative.
*NOTE: If wet abrasive blasting is used, information on the
use of inhibitors to prevent the formation of rust im-
mediately after wet blast cleaning is contained in Section
A.9 of the Appendix
7. Procedures Following Blast Cleaning and
,mmediately Prior to Painting
7.1 Visible deposits of oil, grease, or other con-
taminants shall be removed by any of the methods
specified in SSPC-SP 1 or other methods agreed upon by
the party responsible for establishing the requirements
and the party responsible for performing the work.
7.2 Dust and loose residues shall be removed from
prepared surfaces by brushing, blowing off with clean, dry
air, vacuum cleaning or other methods agreed upon by the
party responsible for establishing the requirements and
the party responsible for performing the work. Moisture
separators, oil separators, traps, or other equipment may
be necessary to achieve clean, dry air.
7.3 After blast cleaning, surface imperfections which
remain (i.e., sharp fins, sharp edges, weld spatter, burning
slag, scabs, slivers, etc.) shall be removed to the extent re-
quired in the procurement documents (project specifica-
tion). Any damage to the surface profile resulting from the
removal of surface imperfections shall be corrected to
meet the requirements of Section 2.4.
"NOTE: Additional information on surface imperfections is
contained in Section A.5 of the Appendix.
7.4 Any visible rust that forms on the surface of the
steel after blast cleaning shall be removed by rebtasfing
qe rusted areas to meet the requirements of [his
specification before painting.
*NOTE: Information on rust-back (rerusting) and surface
condensation is contained in Sections A.7 and A.8 of the
Appendix.
8. Inspection
8.1 Work and materials supplied under this specifica-
tion are subject to inspection by the party responsible for
establishing the requirements or his representative.
Materials and work areas shall be accessible to the in-
spector. The procedures and times of inspection shall be
as agreed upon by the party responsible for establishing
the requirements and the party responsible for performing
the work.
8.2 Conditions not complying with this specification
shall be corrected. In case of dispute the arbit.ration or
settlement procedure established in the procurement
documents (project specification) shall be followed. If no
arbitration or settlement procedure is established, then
the procedure established by the American Arbitration
Association shall be used.
8.3 The procurement documents (project specifica-
tion) should establish the responsibility for inspection and
for any required affidavit certifying compliance with the
specification.
9. Safety and Environmental Requirements
9.1 Blast cleaning is a hazardous operation.
Therefore, all work shall be conducted in such a manner to
comply with all applicable insurance underwriter, local,
state, and federal safety and environmental rules and
requirements.
"NOTE: SSPC-PA Guide 3, "A Guide to Safety in Paint
Application," addresses safety concerns for coating work.
10. Comments
10.1 While every precaution is taken to insure that all
information furnished in SSPC specifications is as ac-
curate, complete, and useful as possible, the Steel Struc-
tures Painting Council cannot assume responsibility nor
incur any obligation resulting from the use of any mate-
rials, paints, or methods specified therein, or of the
specification itself.
10.2 Additional information and data relative to this
specification are contained in the following brief Appen-
dix. More detailed informa_on and data are presented in a
separate document, SSPC:SP COM, "Surface Preparation
Commentary." The recommendations contained in the
Notes, Appendix, and SSPC-SP COM are believed to repre-
sent good practice, but are not to be considered as re-
quirements of the specification. The table below lists the
subjects discussed relevant to Near-White Blast Cleaning
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and appropriate section of SSPC-SP COM.
Subject Commentary Section
Abrasive Selection .............. 5
Degree of Cleaning .............. 11.10
Film Thickness ................. 10
Wet Abrasive Blast Cleaning ...... 9
Maintenance Painting ........... 3.2
Rust Back (Rerusting) ........... 8
Surface Profile ................. 6
Visual Standards ............... 7
Weld Spatter ................... 4.1
A. Appendix
A,1 FUNCTION--Near-White Blast Cleaning (SSPC-
SP 10) provides a greater degree of cleaning than Commer-
cial Blast Cleaning (SSPC-SP 6) but less than White Metal
Blast Cleaning (SSPC-SP 5). It should be used where a high
degree of blast cleaning is required. The primary functions
of blast cleaning before painting are (a) to remove material
from the surface that can cause early failure of the coating
system, and (b) to obtain a suitable surface roughness.
A.2 ABRASIVE SELECTION--Types of metallic and
non-metallic abrasives are discussed in the Surface
Preparation Commentary (SSPC-SP COM). It is important
to recognize that blasting abrasives may become embed-
ded in or leave residues on the surface of the steel during
preparation. While normally such embedment or residues
are not detrimental, care should be taken (particularly if the
prepared steel is to be used in an immersion environment)
to assure that the abrasive is free from detrimental amounts
of water soluble, solvent soluble, acid soluble, or other such
soluble materials. Requirements for selecting and evaluat-
ing mineral and slag abrasives are given in SSPC-AB 1,
"Mineral and Slag Abrasives."
A.3 SURFACE PROFILE--Surface profile is the
roughness of the surface which results from abrasive blast
cleaning. The profile depth (or height) is dependent upon
the size, type, and hardness of the abrasive, particle veloci-
ty and angle of impact, hardness of the surface, amount of
recycling, and the proper maintenance of working mixtures
of grit and/or shot.
The allowable minimum/maximum height of profile is
usually dependent upon the thickness of the paint to be
applied. Large particle sized abrasives (particul&ray
metallic) can produce a profile which may be too deep to
be adequately covered by a single thin film coat. Accor-
dingly, it is recommended that the use of larger abrasives
be avoided in these cases. However, larger abrasives may
be needed for thick film coatings or to facilitate removal of
heavy rail! scal(z or rust If cordro: of profd¢ (rrqlrHrt_um/rl+ax-
in,urT, 0 is deemed to be significant to coatm.os perform-
ance. it should be addressed m the procuremen_
documents (project specification)
Typical maximum profile heights achieved with corr,.
_.,O1___¢, p,I,_E. +i'S
op
mercial abrasive media are shown in Table 8 of the Surface
Preparation Commentary (SSPC-SP COM). Methods (i.e..
comparators, replica tape, depth micrometers) are
available to aid in estimating the profile of surtaces blast
cleaned with sand. steel grit, and steel shot.
A.4 VISUAL STANDARDS--Note that the use of
visual standards in conjunction with this specification is
required only when they are specified in the p'ccu_emer,_
documents (project specification) covering the work. It is
recommended, however, that the use of v+sual standards
be made mandatory in the procurement documents (proj-
ect specification).
SSPC-Vis 1-89, "Visual Standard for Abrasive Blast
Cleaned Steel," provides color photographs for.the various
grades of surface preparation as a function of the initial con-
dition of the steel. The following table lists the bhotographs
for this specification that are applicable to the rust grades
listed below.
100% Adherent Mill Scale 100% 100g'0 Rust
Rust Grade Mill Scale and Rust Rust With Pits
Pictorial
Standards ASP 10 BSP 10 C SP 10 D SP 10
Many other visual standards are available and are
described in Section 7 of the Commentary (SSPC-SP
COM).
A.5 SURFACE IMPERFECTIONS--Surface imperfec-
tions can cause premature failure when the service is
severe. Coatings tend to pull away from sharp edges and
projections, leaving little or no doating to protect the
underlying steel. Other features which are difficult to prop-
erly cover and protect include crevices, weld porosity,
laminations, etc. The high cost of the methods to remedy
the surface imperfections requires weighing the benefits
of edge rounding, weld spatter removal, etc.. versus a
potential coating failure.
Poorly adhering contaminants., such as weld slag
residues, loose weld spatter, and some minor surface
laminations, may be removed during the blast cleaning
operation. Other surface defects (steel laminations, weld
porosities, or deep corrosion pits) may not be evident until
the surface preparation has been completed. Therefore.
proper planning for such surface repair work is essential
since the timing of the repairs may occur before, during, or
after the blast cleaning operation. Section Zl of the Com-
mentary (SSPC-SP CO_) contains additional information
on surface imperfectior/s.
A.6 CHEMICAL CONTAMINATION--Steel contam-
inated with soluble salts (i.e., chlorides and sulfates)
develops rust-back rapidly at intermediate and high
I_utTLidit_eS. "l'hese soluble salts can be present on the steel
surface l:.r_or to bla._t cleaning a._ a resull of atmos;,t,eric.
contamination. In adddlon, contaminants can be de-
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posited on the steel surface during blast cleaning
whenever the abrasive is contaminated. Therefore, rust-
back can be minimized by removing these salts from the
steel surface, preferably before blast cleaning and
eliminating sources of recontamination during and after
blast cleaning. Identification of the contaminants along
with their concentrations may be obtained from laboratory
and field tests. A number of tests for soluble salts are now
under study by the SSPC, ASTM, Maritime Administration,
and ISO.
A.7 RUST-BACK--Rust-back (rerusting) occurs when
freshly cleaned steel is exposed to conditions of high
humidity, moisture, contamination, or a corrosive at-
mosphere. The time interval between blast cleaning and
rust-back will vary greatly from one environment to
another. Under mild ambient conditions it is best to blast
clean and coat a surface the same day. Severe conditions
may require coating more quickly while for exposure under
controlled conditions the coating time may be extended.
Under no circumstances should the steel be permitted to
rust-back before painting regardless of the time elapsed
(see Appendix A.6).
A.8 DEW POINT--Moisture condenses on any sur-
face that is colder than the dew point of the surrounding
air. It is, therefore, recommended that the temperature of
_teel surface be at least 5 degrees F (3 degrees C) above
the dew point during dry blast cleaning operations. It is ad-
visable to visually inspect for moisture and periodically
check the surface temperature and dew point during blast
cleaning operations. It is important that the application of
paint over a damp surface be avoided.
A.9 WET ABRASIVE BLAST CLEANING--Steel that
is wet abrasive blast cleaned may rust rapidly. Clean water
should be used for rinsing (studies have shown that water
of at least 15,000 ohm-cm resistivity is preferred). It may be
necessary that inhibitors be added to the water or applied
to the surface immediately after blast cleaning to tem-
porarily prevent rust formation. The coating should then be
applied before any rusting is visible. One inhibitive treat-
ment for blast cleaned surfaces is water containing 0.32%
sodium nitrite and 1.28% by weight secondary ammonium
phosphate (dibasic).
CAUTION: Some inhibitive treatments may interfere with
the performance of certain coating systems.
A.10 FILM THICKNESS--It is essential that ample
coating be applied after blast cleaning to adequately cover
the peaks of the surface profile. The dry paint film
thickness above the peaks of the profile should equal the
thickness known to be needed for the desired protection. If
the dry film thickness over the peaks is inadequate,
premature rust-through or failure will occur. To assure that
coating thicknesses are properly measured, refer to SSPC-
PA 2, "Measurement of Dry Paint Thickness with Magnetic
Gages."
A.11 MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR PAINTING--
When this specification is used in maintenance painting,
specific instructions should be given on the extent of sur-
face to be blast cleaned or spot blast cleaned to this
degree of cleanliness. SSPC-PA Guide 4, "Guide to Main-
tenance Repainting with Oil Base or Alkyd Painting
Systems," provides a description of accepted practices for
retaining old sound paint, removing unsound paint,
feathering, and spot cleaning.
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Steel Structures Painting Council
SURFACE PREPARATION SPECIFICATION NO. 5
White Metal Blast Cleanirlg
|
1. Scope
1.1 This specification covers the requirements for
White Metal Blast Cleaning of steel surfaces by the use of
abrasives.
2. Definition
2.1 A White Metal Blast Cleaned surface, when
viewed without magnification, shall be free of all visible
oil, grease, dirt, dust, mill scale, rust. paint, oxides, cor-
rosion products, and other foreign matter.
2.2 ACCEPTABLE VARIATIONS IN APPEARANCE
THAT DO NOT AFFECT SURFACE CLEANLINESS as
defined in Section 2.1 include variations caused by type of
steel, original surface condition, thickness of the steel,
weld metal, mill or fabrication marks, heat treating, heat
affected zones, blasting abrasive, and differences in the
blast pattern.
2.3 When painting is specified, the surface shall be
roughened to a degree suitable for the specified paint
system.
2.4 Immediately prior to paint application the surface
shall comply with the degree of cleaning as specified
herein.
2.5 SSPC-Vis 1-89 or other visual standards of surface
preparation may be specified to supplement the written defi-
nition.
*NOTE: Additional information on visual standards is
available in section A.4 of the Appendix.
3. Blast Cleaning Abrasives
3.1 The selection of abrasive size and type shall be
oased on the type, grade, and surface condition of the
steel to be cleaned, type of blast, cleaning system
employed, the finished surface to be produced (cleanli-
ness and roughness), and whether the abrasive will be
recycled.
3.2 The cleanliness and size of recycled abrasives
shall be maintained to insure compliance with this
specification.
3.3 ]_he blast cleaning abrasive shall be dry and free
of oil, grease, and other harmful materials at the time of
USE,
3.4 f-.ny I_n,ilat_ons or reslnct_ons on the use of
"Notes are nol requirements of this specification.
specific abrasives, quantity of contaminants, or degree of
embedment shall be included in the procuremenl docu-
ments (project specification) covering the work, since
abrasive embedmenl and abrasives containing con-
taminants may not be acceptable for some service re-
quirements.
*NOTE: Additional information on abrasive selection is
available in Section A.2 of the Appendix.
4. Reference Standards
4.1 If there is a conflict between the cited reference
standards and this specification, this specification shall
prevail unless otherwise indicated in the procurement
documents (project specification).
4.2 The standards referenced in this specification
are:
SSPC-SP 1 Solvent Cleaning
SSPC-Vis 1-89 Visual Standard for Abrasive Blast
Cleaned Steel
5. Procedure Before Blast Cleaning
5.1 Before blast cleaning, visible deposits of oil or
grease shall be removed by any of the methods specified
in SSPC-SP 1 or other agreed upon methods.
5.2 Before blast cleaning, surface imperfections such
as sharp fins, sharp edges, weld spatter, or burning slag
should be removed from the surface to the extent required
by the procurement documents (project specification).
*NOTE: Additional information on surfac'e imperfections is
available in Section A.5 of the Appendix.
6. Blast Cleaning Methods and Operation
6.1 Clean, dry, compressed air shall be used for
nozzle blasting. Moisture separators, oil separators, traps
or other equipment may be necessary to achieve this re-
quirement.
6.2 Any of the following methods of surface prepara-
lion may be used to achieve a White Metal Blast Cleaned
surface: k
6.2.1 Dry abrasive blasting using compressed air,
blast nozzles, and abrasive.
6.2.2 Dry abrasive blasting usingacIosedcycle, recir-
culating abrasive syslem v,'dh compressed a_r, blast noz-
zlr_, and abrasive, v,,ilh or v, dt-,oul vacuum for dust and
_._,S_ _ : _ _'_
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abrasive recovery.
6.2.3 Dry abrasive blasting, using a closed cycle,
recirculating abrasive system with centrifugal wheels and
6.3 Other methods of surface preparation (such as
wet abrasive blasting) may be used to achieve a White
Metal Blast Cleaned surface by mutual agreement be-
tween the party responsible for performing the work and
the party responsible for establishing the requirements or
his representative.
• NOTE: If wet abrasive blasting is used, information on the
use of inhibitors to prevent the formation of rust ira-
mediately after wet blast cleaning is contained in Section
A.9 of the Appendix.
7. Procedures Following Blast Cleaning and
Immediately Prior to Painting
7.1 Visible deposits of oil, grease, or other con-
taminants shall be removed by any of the methods
specified in SSPC-SP 1 or other methods agreed upon by
the party responsible for establishing the requirements
and the party responsible for performing the work.
7.2 Dust and loose residues shall be removed from
prepared surfaces by brushing, blowing off with clean, dry
air, vacuum cleaning or other methods agreed upon by the
party responsible for establishing the requirements and
Ihe party responsible for performing the work. Moisture
separators, oil separators, tralas, or other equipment may
be necessary to achieve clean, dry air.
7.3 After blast cleaning, surface imperfections which
remain (i.e., sharp fins, sharp edges, weld spatter, burning
slag, scabs, slivers, etc.) shall be removed to the extent re-
quired in the procurement documents (project specifica-
tion). Any damage to the surface profile resulting from the
removal of surface imperfections shall be corrected to
meet the requirements of section 2.3.
* NOTE: Additional information on surface imperfections is
contained in Section A.5 of the Appendix.
7.4 Any visible rust that forms on the surface of the
steel after blast cleaning shall be removed by reblasting
the rusted areas to meet the requirements of this
specification before painting.
*NOTE: Information on rust-back (rerusting) and surface
condensation is contained in Sections A.7 and A8 of the
Appendix.
8. Inspection
8.1 Work and materials supplied under this specifica-
tion are subject to inspection by the party responsible for
establishing the requirements or his representative
L,.:t,__,_als and work areas shall be accessible to the in-
spector. The procedures and times of inspection shall be
as agreed upon by the party responsible for establishing
the requirements and the party responsible for performing
the work.
8.2 Conditions not complying with this specification
shall be corrected. In case of dispute the arbitration or
settlement procedure established in the procurement
documents (project specification) shall be followed. If no
arbitration or settlement procedure is established, then
the procedure established by the American Arbitration
Association shall be used.
8.3 The procurement documents (project specifica-
tion) should establish the responsibility for inspection and
for any required affidavit certifying compliance with the
specification.
9. Safety and Environmental Requirements
9.1 Blast cleaning is a hazardous operation. Therefore,
all work shall be conducted in such a manner to comply
with all applicabTe insurance underwriter, local, state, and
federal safety and environmental rules and requirements
Refer to A12 Appendix.
10. Comments
10.1 While every precaution is taken to insure that al
information furnished in SSPC specifications is as ac-
curate, complete, and useful as possible, the Steel Struc-
tures Painting Council cannot assume responsibility nor
incur any obligation resulting from the use of any mate-
rials, paints, or methods specified therein, or of the
specification itself.
10.2 Additional information and data relative to this
specification are contained in the following brief Appen-
dix. More detailed information and data are presented in a
separate document, SSPC-SP COM, "Surface Preparation
Commentary." The recommendations contained in the
Notes, Appendix, and SSPC-SP COM are believed to repre-
sent good practice, but are not to be considered as re-
quirements of the specification. The table below lists the
subjects discussed relevant to White Metal Blast Cleaning
and appropriate section of SSPC-SP COM.
Subject Commentary Section
Abrasive Selection .............. 5
Degree of Cleaning ....... k ...... 1 1.5
Film Thickness .......... ; ...... 10
Wet Abrasive Blast Cleaning ...... 9
Maintenance Painting ........... 3.2
Rust Back (Rerusting) ........... 8
Surface Proflte ................ 6
V_sua! Standards ............... 7
Weld Spatter ................... 4.1
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A. Appendix
A.1 FUNCTION--White Metal Blast Cleaning (SSPC-
SP 5) provides a greater degree of cleaning than Near-
White Blast Cleaning (SSPC-SP 10), I1 should be used
where the highest degree of blast cleaning is required. The
primary functions of blast cleaning before painting are: (a)
to remove material from the surface that can cause early
failure of the coating system, and (b) to obtain a suitable
surface roughness.
A.2 ABRASIVE SELECTION--Types of metallic and
non-metallic abrasives are discussed in the Surface
Preparation Commentary (SSPC-SP COM). It is important
to recognize that blasting abrasives may become embed-
ded in or leave residues on the surface of the steel during
preparation. While normally such embedment or residues
are not detrimental, care should be taken (particularly if the
prepared steel is to be used in an immersion environment)
to assure that the abrasive is free from detrimental amounts
of water soluble, solvent soluble, acid soluble, or other such
soluble materials. Requirements for selecting and evaluat-
ing mineral and slag abrasives are given in SSPC-AB 1,
"Mineral and Slag Abrasives."
A.3 SURFACE PROFILE--Surface Profile is the
roughness of the surface which results from abrasive blast
cleaning. The profile depth (or height) is dependent upon
the size, type, and hardness of the abrasive, particle veloci-
ty and angle of impact, hardness of the surface, amount of
recycling, and the proper maintenance of working mixtures
of grit and/or shot.
The allowable minimum/maximum height of profile is
usually dependent upon the thickness of the paint to be
applied. Large particle sized abrasives (particularly
metallic) can produce a profile which may be too deep to
be adequately covered by a single thin film coat. Accord-
ingly, it is recommended that the use of larger abrasives be
avoided in these cases. However, larger abrasives may be
needed for thick film coatings or to facilitate removal of
heavy mill scale or rust. If control of profile (min-
imumlmaximum) is deemed to be significant to coatings
performance, it should be addressed in the procurement
documents (project specification).
Typical maximum profile heights achieved with com-
mercial abrasive media are shown in Table 8 of the Surface
Preparation Commentary (SSPC-SP COM). Methods (i.e..
comparators, replica tape, depth micrometers) are
available to aid in estimating the profile of surfaces blast
cleaned with sand, steel grit, and steel shot.
A.4 VISUAL STANDARDS--Note that the use of
visual standards in conjunction with this specification is
required only when they are specified in the procurement
documents (project s[)ecificallorh_ cov£rlnc th£, work It is
recon-_rr,ended, however, thai the u_,( of visual sland_rdt
be made mandatory in the procurement docurr, er, ts ([,roj-
ect specification)
SSPC-Vis 1-89, "Visual Standard for Abrasive Blast
Cleaned Steel," provides color photographs for the various
grade&of surface preparation as a function of the initial con-
dition of the steel. The following table lists the photographs
for this specification that are applicable to the rust grades
given.
100% Adherent Mill Scale 100% 100% Rust
Rust Grade Mill Scale and Rust Rust with Pits
Pictorial
Standards ASP 5 B SP 5 C SP 5 D SP5
Many other visual standards are available and are
described in Section 7 of the Commentary (SSPC-SP COM).
A.5 SURFACE IMPERFECTIONS--Surface imperfec-
tions can cause premature failure when the service is
severe. Coatings tend to pull away from sharp _dges and
projections, leaving little or no coating to protect the
underlying steel. Other features which are difficult to prop-
erly cover and protect include crevices, weld porosity.
laminalions, etc. The high cost of the methods to remedy
the surface imperfections requires weighing the benefits
of edge rounding, weld spatter removal, etc.. versus a
potential coating failure.
Poorly adhering contaminants, such as weld slag
residues, loose weld spatter, and some minor surface
laminations, may be removed during the blast cleaning
operation. Other surface defects (steel laminations, weld
porosities, or deep corrosion pits) may not be evident until
the surface preparation has been completed. Therefore,
proper planning for such surface repair work is essential
since the timing of the repairs may occur before, during, or
after the blast cleaning operation. Section 4 of the Com.
mentary (SSPC-SP COM) contains additional information
on surface imperfections.
A.6 CHEMICAL CONTAMINATIONISteel contam-
inated with soluble salts (i.e., chlorides and sulfates)
develops rust-back rapidly at intermediate and high
humidities. These soluble salts can be.present on the steel
surface prior to blast cleaning as a result of atmospheric
contamination. In addition, contaminants can be de-
posited on the steel surface during blast cleaning
whenever the abrasive is contaminated. Therefore. rust-
back can be minimized by removing these salts from the
steel surface, preferably before blast cleaning..and
eliminating sources of recontamination during and after
blast cleaning. Identification of the contaminants along
with their concentrations may be obtained from laboratory
and field tests. A numbe_of tests for soluble salts are now
under study by the SSPC. ASTM. Maritime Administration.
and ISO.
A.7 RUST-BACK--Rust-back (rerusling) occurs when
freshly cleaned steel is exposed to conditions O! high
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humidity, moisture, contamination, or a corrosive at-
mosphere. The time interval between blast cleaning and
rust-back will vary greatly from one environment to
another. Under mild ambient conditions it is best to blast
clean and coat a surface the same day. Severe conditions
may require coating more quickly while for exposure under
controlled conditions the coating time may be extended.
Under no circumstances should the steel be permitted to
rust-back before painting regardless of the time elapsed
(see Appendix A.6).
A.8 DEW POINT--Moisture condenses on any sur-
face that is colder than the dew point of the surrounding
air. It is, therefore, recommended that the temperature of
steel surface be at least 5 degrees F (3 degrees C) above
the dew point during dry blast cleaning operations. It is ad-
visable to visually inspect for moisture and periodically
check the surface temperature and dew point during blast
cleaning operations. It is advisable to visually inspect for
moisture and periodically check the surface temperature
and dew poirlt during blast cleaning operations. It is im-
portant that the application of paint over a damp surface
be avoided.
A.9 WET ABRASIVE BLAST CLEANING--Steel that
is wet abrasive blast cleaned may rust rapidly. Clean water
should be used for rinsing (studies have shown that water
of at least 15,000 ohm.cm resistivity is preferred). It may be
necessary that inhibitors be added to the water or applied
to the surface immediately after blast cleaning to tem-
porarily prevent rust formation. The coating should then be
applied before any rusting is visible. One inhibitive treat-
ment for blast cleaned surfaces is water containing 0.32%
sodium nitrite and 1.28% by weight secondary ammonium
phosphate (dibasic).
CAUTION: Some inhibitive treatments may interfere with
the performance of certain coating systems.
A.10 FILM THICKNESS--It is essential that ample
coating be applied after blast cleaning to adequately cover
the peaks of the surface profile. The dry paint film
thickness above the peaks of the profile should equal the
thickness known to be needed for the desired protection. If
the dry film thickness over the peaks is inadequate,
premature rust-through or failure will occur. To assure that
coating thicknesses are properly measured, refer to SSPC-
PA 2, "Measurement of Dry Paint Thickness with Magnetic
Gages."
A.11 MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR PAINTING--
When this specification is used in maintenance painting,
specific instructions should be given on the extent of sur-
face to be blast cleaned or spot blast cleaned to this
degree of cleanliness. SSPC-PA Guide 4, "Guide to Main-
tenance Repainting with Oil Base or Alkyd Painting
Systems," provides a description of accepted practices for
retaining old sound paint, removing unsound paint,
feathering, and spot cleaning.
A.12 SAFETY--SSPC PA Guide 3, "A Guide to
Safety in Paint Application," addresses safety concerns for
coating work.
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ABRASIVE SPECIFICATION NO. 1
Mineral and Slag Abrasives
SSPC-AB 1
June 1, 1991
1. Scope
1.1 This specification defines the requirements for select-
ing and evaluating mineral and slag abrasives used for blast
cleaning steel and other surfaces for painting and other pur-
poses.
1.2 The abrasives covered by this specification are pri-
marily intended for one-time use without recycling; reclaimed
materials must again be tested against and meet the require-
ments of this specification. (See Note 7.1 .)
2. Description
2.1 The abrasives are categorized-into two types, three
classes and five grades as described below. Normally the user
shall specify the types, classes and grades required. If no abra-
sive type is specified, then either Type I or Type II is considered
acceptable. If no abrasive class is specified, then any class will
be considered acceptable. If no abrasive profile grade is speci-
fied, the abrasive shall satisfy the requirements of any of the
five grades listed.
2.2 The following abrasive types are included.
Type I- Natural Mineral Abrasives
These are naturally occurring minerals, including,
but not limited to quartz sands, flint, garnet, stau-
rolite, and olivine.
Type II- Slag Abrasives
These are slag by-products of coal-fired power
production or of metal (such as copper or nickel)
smelting.
2.3 The following abrasive classes are included.
Class A - Crystalline silica less than or equal to 1.0%
Class B - Crystalline silica less than or equal to 5.0%
Class C - Unrestricted Crystalline silica
The definition and requirements for Classes A, B and C
are given in Section 4.2.
2.4 The abrasive grades and associated prone ranges are
listed below.
Grade 1 - Abrasives which produce surface profiles of 0.5
to 1.5 mils (13 to 38 microns) when tested in accordance with
Section 4.3.
Grade 2 - Abras;,.es which produce surface p_ofile_ of 1.0
to 2.5 mils (25 to 63 microns) when tested in accordance with
Section 4.3.
Grade 3 - Abrasives which produce surface profiles of 2.0
to 3.5 mils (50 to 159microns) when tested in accordance with
Section 4.3.
Grade 4 - Abrasives which produce surface profiles of 3.0
to 5.0 mils (75 to 127 microns) when tested in accordance with
Section 4.3.
Grade 5 - Abrasives which produce surface profiles of 4.0
to 6.0 mils (100 to 152 microns) when tested in accordance with
Section 4.3.
Other profile ranges may be designated by the purchaser.
3. Reference Standards
3.1 The reference standards listed in Sections 3.4 and 3.5
form a part of this specification.
3.2 The latest issue, revision, or amendment of the refer-
enced standards in effect on the date of invitation to bid shall
govern unless otherwise stated.
3.3 If there is a conflict between the requirements of any of
the cited reference standards and this specification, the require-
ments of this specification shall prevail.
3.4 STEEL STRUCTURES PAINTING COUNCIL (SSPC)
SPECIFICATIONS:
Vis 1 Visua! Standard for Abrasive Blast Cleaned Steel.
SP 10 Near-White Blast Cleaning.
3.5 AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR TESTING AND MATERI-
ALS (ASTM) STANDARDS:
C-128 Test Method for Specific Gravity and Absorption
of Fine Aggregates
C-136 Test Method for Sieve Analysis of Fine and
Coarse Aggregates
C-566 Test Method for Total Moisfure Contenf of Aggie-
gate by Drying
C-702 Method for Reducing Field Samples of Aggregate
to Testing Size k
D-75 Method for Sampling Aggregates
D-1125-fest Methods tot Electrical Conductivity and
R_.c;stivity ot Water
D-4417 -[esl Method for Field Measurement of Surface
Jur_e1, 1991
ProfileofBlastCleanedSteel
D-4940 Test Method for Conductimetric Analysis of Water
Soluble Ionic Contaminants of Blasting Abrasives.
E-1132Practice for Health Requirements Relating to
Occupational Exposure to Quartz Dust
4. Requirements
4.1 GENERAL PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROP-
ERTIES
The abrasive shall meet all the requirements of para-
graphs 4.1.1, 4.1.2, 4.1.3, 4.1.4, 4.1.5, and 4.1.6. These
are summarized in Table 1.
4.1.1 Specific Gravity
The specific gravity shall be a minimum of 2.5 as deter-
mined by ASTM C-128.
4.1.2 Hardness
The hardness shall be a minimum of 6 on the Mohs scale
when tested as follows: Examine the material under low-power
microscope (10X) and if grains of different colors or character
are present, select a few grains of each. Place in succession
the grains thus differentiated between two glass microscope
slides. While applying pressure, slowly move one slide over the
other with a reciprocating motion for 10 seconds. Examine the
glass surface, and if scratched, the material shall be considered
as having a minimum hardness of 6 on the Mohs scale. If more
than 25% of the grains by count fail to scratch the glass sur-
Ice, the abrasive does not meet this specification.
4.1.3 Weight Change on Ignition
The maximum permissible loss on ignition is 1.0%, and
the maximum permissible gain is 5.0% when tested as follows:
A representative portion of the sample shall be ground in an
agate mortar and thoroughly dried at 220-230 °F (105-110 °C)
for one hour. Transfer approximately 1 gram of the dried sam-
ple to a tared crucible with cover and weigh to the nearest mil-
ligram. Cautiously heat the crucible with contents, at first
partially covered, and then at approximately 750 _+50 *C (1382
+ 90 °F) covered. Hold at 750 °C (1382 °F) for 30 minutes, then
cool in a dessicator and reweigh. The percent of weight change
shall be computed as follows:
% weight change = (final wt. - orig. wt.) x 100
orig. wt.
4.1.4 Water Soluble Contaminants
The conductivity of the abrasive shall not exceed 1000
microsiemen when tested in accordance with ASTM D-4940
(See Note 7.3.)
4.1.5 Moisture Content
The maximum moisture content shall be 0.5% by weight,
when tested in accordance with ASTM C-566.
4.1.6 Oil Content
The sample, in water, when tested in 4.1.4, shall show no
presence of oil, either on the surface of the water or as _.n emul-
sion in the water, when examined visually after standing for 30
minutes.
4.2 Crystalline Silica Content
All abrasives must be classed based on crystalline silica
content (see Note 7.4). Abrasives designated as Class A or B
must meet the requirements of paragraphs 4.2.1 or 4.2.2
respectively.
4.2.1 Class A - Less Than 1% Crystalline Silica
Abrasives shall contain no more than 1.0% by weight of
crystalline silica when determined in accordance with proce-
dures described in 4.2.4.
4.2.2 Class B - Less than 5% Crystalline Silica
Abrasives shall contain no more than 5.0% by weight of
crystalline silica when determined in accordance with proce-
dures described in 4.2.4.
4.2.3 Class C - Unrestricted Crystalline Silica
Table 1
REQUIREMENTS FOR CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF ABRASIVES
i
Section Properties
4.1.1 specific gravity
4.1.2 hardness
4.1.3 weight change
on ignition
4.1.4 water soluble
contaminant
4.1.5 moisture content
4.1.6 oil content
Requirements
Test Procedure Min. Max.
ASTM C-128 2.5 --
Mohs scale 6 --
Heat to 750:C -1.0% +5.0%
(loss) k(gain)
ASTM D-4940 -- 1000 mlcroslemens
ASTM C-566 -- 0.5%
observe surface of -- none
water extract
Norestrictionsoncrystallinesilicacontent.
4.2.4 Crystalline Silica. The crystalline silica content
shall be determined by the use of infrared spectroscopy or by
other analytical procedures, such as wet chemical or X-ray
diffraction analyses.
4.3 SURFACE PROFILE
The average surface profile, when determined in accor-
dance with the description below, shall be within the ranges
specified in Section 2.4. A representative sample of the material
shall be obtained in accordance with ASTM D-75 and used to
abrasive blast a 2-foot by 2-foot by 1/4 inch (61 cm x 61 cmx 64
mm) mild steel plate of SSPC-Vis 1 Rust Grade A to a cleanli-
ness of SSPC-SP 10 (Near-White Metal). The blasting shall be
done using a 3/8 (9.6 ram) inch #6 venturi nozzle with a nozzle
pressure of 95 + 5 psig (670 + 35 Kilopascals) at a distance of
24 + 6 inches (61 ± 15 cm) from the surface at an angle of 75 to
105 degrees. The resultant surface profile shall be measured at
a minimum of 5 locations in accordance with Method C of
ASTM D-4417 (see Note 7.5). The average measured profile
shall be within the ranges given in Section 2.4. Other methods
of determining profile may be used if mutually agreeable
between the contracting parties.
4.4 PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION
4.4.1 The abrasive supplier shall designate range(s) for
maximum and minimum retention of each sieve size to meet
the profile range(s) specified in Section 2.4 and determined in
Section 4.3. The particle size distribution shall be measured in
accordance with ASTM C-136 using the following U.S. standard
sieves: 6, 8, 12, 16, 20, 30, 40, 50, 70, 100, 140, and 200. Upon
request, the supplier shall substantiate that the specified size
range will meet the required profile range. (See Note 7.6.)
4.4.2 The designated sieve size distribution and ranges
will become the acceptance standard for the specific abrasive
submitted (see Section 5.4).
4.5 HEALTH AND SAFETY REQUIREMENTS
4.5.1 The abrasive material as supplied shall comply with
all applicable Federal, State, and Local regulations (see Note
7.7).
4.5.2 The manufacturer shall provide the purchaser with
sufficiently detailed chemical analyses to allow the user to pro-
vide the protective engineering and administrative controls for
blast cleaning identified in Federal, State, and Local codes.
4.5.3 Material Safety Data Sheets shall be furnished for all
abrasive materials supplied.
4.6 OTHER REOUIREMENTS
4.6.1 In addition to the requirements of Sections 4.1
through 4.5. the specifier may also stipulate performance tests
to establish abrasive consumption rate, cleaning rate, and abra-
s;ve breakdgwn. As there are currently no slandard£ for these
tests, the), a'e not a part of this specification. Ho,','eve', up:_r,
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mutual agreement between supplier and purchaser, a perfor-
mance test procedure can be established. Appendix A outlines
a suggested procedure.
5. Qualification Testing and Conformance
Testing
5.1 RESPONSIBILITIES FOR TESTING
The procurement documents should establish the specific
responsibilities for qualification testing and conformance testing.
Unless othe_,,ise specified, the supplier is responsible for pcr-
forming and documenting the tests and inspections called for in
this specification.
5.2 CLASSIFICATION OF TESTING
The tests given in Section 4 are classified as qualification
tests or conformance tests, as defined below:
5.2.1 Qualification tests are those tests which are run to
initially qualify a material for this specification. Qualification
tests are also required whenever a significant change has
occurred in the source, method of processing, method of ship-
ping or handling of the abrasives. The qualification tests include
a!l the tests in Sections 4.1 through 4.6.
5.2.2 Conformance tests are those tests which are per-
formed to verify that the material being submitted has the same
properties as the material which initially qualified. Conformance
tests shall be conducted on each lot as required by the pur-
chaser. The frequency and lot size for quality conformance test-
ing shall be mutually agreed upon between the supplier and the
purchaser. The required conformance tests are particle size
distribution (Section 4.4), water soluble contaminants (Section
4.1.4), moisture content (Section 4.1.5) and oil content (Section
4.1.6).
5.3 METHODS OF SAMPLING
5.3.1 Sampling for Qualification Tests
5.3.1.1 Bagged Abrasive. Three or more sacks of abra-
sive shall be randomly selected from each inspection lot. The
sacks shall be mixed and separated and a 50 kilogram (kg)
(110 Lb) composite sample prepared in accordance with ASTM
C-702.
5.3.1.2 Bulk Abrasive. A 50 kg (110 Ib) composite sam-
ple shall be obtained from the blended finished product in
accordance with ASTM D-75. (See Note 7.8.)
5.3.2 Sampling for Conformance Tests
5.3.2.1 Bagged Abrasive. One sack of abrasive shall be
randomly selected from each inspection lot and a 2 kg (4 Lb)
composite sample prepared i_ accordance with ASTM C-702.
5.3.2.2 Bulk Abrasive! A 2 kg (4 Ib) composite sample
shall be obtained from the blended finished product in accor-
dance with ASTM D-75.
•.,ul:'_ 1, i.._al
5.3.3 Other methods of sampling may be used if mutually
agreeable between the contracting parties.
5.4 DOCUMENTATION OF INSPECTION AND TESTING
The supplier shall furnish all documentation required to
verify that he has completed the requirements of the qualifica-
tests and conformance tests specified. At a minimum, the
documentation shall include the following:
5.4.1 List of tests performed. This list shall include the
title of the test, the appropriate standards used, any deviation
from standard practice, and the numerical resuits of lhe testing.
5.4.2 Testing facilities. The documentation of facilities
shall include the name and location of the laboratory, the
responsible laboratory official, and laboratory certification or
other evidence of qualification.
5.4.3 Date of testing. This shall include the date of origi-
nal qualification (if applicable) and dates of completion and offi-
cial approval of testing results.
5.4.4 Affidavit. The procurement documents should
establish the responsibility for any required affidavit certifying
compliance with this specification.
5.5 FREQUENCY OF TESTING AND INSPECTION
All materials supplied under this specification shall be sub-
ject to timely inspection by the purchaser or his authorized
representative. The frequency and lot size of inspection shall be
established by mutual agreement between the supplier and the
purchaser.
5.6 APPROVAL
The purchaser shall have the right to reject any material
supplied which is found to be defective under this specification.
In case of dispute, the arbitration or settlement procedure, if
any, established in the procurement documents shall be fol-
lowed. If no arbitration procedure is established, the procedures
specified by the American Arbitration Association shall be used.
6. Disclaimer
6.1 While every precaution is taken to insure that all informa-
tion furnished in SSPC specifications is as accurate, complete, and
useful as possible, the SSPC cannot assume responsibility nor
incur any obligation resulting from the use of any materials or
methods specified therein, or of the specification itself.
7. Notes*
7.1 Reclaimed abrasive may not meet the requirements of
this specification because of particle degradation and retained
contaminants. To confirm compliance, reclaimed abrasive shall
be retested.
7.2 Materials furnished under this specification which pro-
duce the required surface profile under standard test conditions
may produce a different surface profile depending upon job
condition, type of surface, blasting pressure, etc.
7.3 The limitation for abrasive conductivity is based on
pressure immersion testing and accelerated outdoor exposure
tests performed by SSPC and the National Shipbuilding
Research Program.
7.4 Users of abrasives containing quartz (crystalline silica)
should comply with the requirements of ASTM E-1132
7.5 Methods A and B of ASTM D-4417 or National Asso-
ciation of Corrosion Engineers RP-02-87, "Field Measurement
of Surface Profile of Abrasive Blast Cleaned Steel Using
Replica Tape" may also be specified by agreement between
purchaser and supplier.
7.6 SSPC will maintain a list of abrasives and sieve sizes
for which data on profile and other specified tests have been
submitted. The data will not be verified by SSPC, but will be fur-
nished upon request to those wishing to use this specification. It
is anticipated that at a future date, specific size designations for
individual abrasives will be incorporated into this or another
SSPC specificaticn
7.7 Disposal cf abrasives should be in compliance with all
applicable Federal, State, and local regulations. It is noted that
the spent abrasive rnay contain hazardous paint and other for-
eign matter.
7.8 The importance of properly obtaining a sample cannot
be over-emphasized. All subsequent analyses performed on
the selected sample are likely to be affected by particle size, so
it is imperative that every reasonable effort be made to select
the sample in a way that will assure proper representation.
Therefore. it is important to select the proper sampling location.
and to use proper techniques to select the sample.
The following guidelines should be kept in mind when
deciding on a sampling method:
7.8.1 If possible, sample the material to be tested when it
is in motion, in such places as a conveyor output point or a
chute discharge.
7.8.2 The whole of the material stream should be taken for
many short periods of time in preference to part of the material
stream being taken for the whole of the time.
*Notes are not requirements of this specification.
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Steel Structures Painting Council
PAINT APPLICATION SPECIFICATION NO. 2
Measurement of Dry Paint Thickness with Magnetic Gages
1. Scope
1.1 GENERAL: This method describes the procedures
to measure the thickness of a dry film of a nonmagnetic
coating applied on a magnetic substrate using commer-
cially available magnetic gages. These procedures are
intended to supplement manufacturers' instructions for
the manual operation of the gages. The types of gages
covered are nondestructive to the film being measured.
1.2 GAGE TYPES: Magnetic gages of two types may
be used:
Type 1 -- Pull-off Gages (such as Mikrotest, In-
spector, and Tinsley Thickness Gages, and the EIcometer
Pull-Off Gage); and
Type 2 -- Fixed Probe Gages (such as Elcometer
Thickness Gage, Minitector, General Electric Type B Thick-
hess Gage, Verimeter, Permascope, and Dermitron).
2. Calibration and Measurement Procedures
2.1 GENERAL:
2,1.1 ACCESS TO BARE SUBSTRATE: To determine
the effect of the substrate condition on the gage readings,
access is required to some unpainted areas. Small repre.
sentative areas may be masked-off during the painting. If
the paint has already been applied to the entire surface,
small areas of paint may be removed and later patched. An
alternative procedure that may be specified is to provide
separate unpainted reference panels of similar steel and
surface condition. These would be used as the bare sub-
strate in the procedures of Section 2.2 and 2.3.
2.1.2 Repeated gage readings, even at points close
together, may differ considerably due to small surface
irregularities. Therefore, three (3) gage readings shall be
made for each spot measurement of either the substrate or
the paint. Move the probe a distance of one to three inches
for each new gage reading. Discard any unusually high or
low gage reading that cannot be repeated consistentty.
Take the average (mean) of the three gage readings as the
spot measurement.
2.2 CALIBRATION MEASUREMENTS -- TYPE I PULL-
OFF GAGES:
2.2.1 For Type 1 gages, the preferred calibration stan
c;_rd_ are small, chromeplated steel panels that are
_,'_ilable from the National Bureau of Standards in costing
thicknesses from 0.5 to 80 mils (12.5 to 2030 microns) or
more. The plated panels are flat smooth steel 1.125 x 1.125
inches (2.85 x 2.85 cm) in size. They exceed the critical
mass of steel needed to satisfy the magnetic field of the
Type 1 (pull-off) magnets. Shims of plastic or of non-
magnetic metals which are acceptable for calibration of
Type 2 (fixed probe) gages should not be used for calibra.
tion of the Type 1 gages.
2.2.2 Using the Type 1 (pull-off) gage, measure the
thickness of a series of catibration standards covering the
expected range of paint thickness. Record the calibration
correction either ÷ or - required at each standard thick-
ness. To guard against gage drift during use, recheck the
gage at least once during each work shift with one or more
of the standards. In case of dispute the buyer and seller
should agree on the details and frequency of calibrations.
2.2.3 When the gage adjustment has drifted so far
that large corrections are needed, it is advisable to re-
adjust closer to the standard values and recalibrate. When
the gage can no longer be adjusted into reasonable agree-
ment with the reference standards, have it rebuilt or
replaced.
2.2.4 Measure (A), the bare sul_strate, at a number of
spots to obtain a representative average value. Note the
gage is not to be calibrated on the bare substrate.
2.2.5 Measure (B), the dry paint film, at the number of
spots specified in Section 3.
2.2.6 Subtract the readings (A) and (B) to obtain the
thickness of the paint film.
NOTE: When an uncalibrated gage is used, it is neces-
sary to correct the A and B readings using the corrections
as determined from Section 2.2.2.
2.3 CALIBRATION AND MEASUREMENT -- TYPE 2,
FIXED PROBED GAGES
2.3.1 For Type 2 (fixed probe) gages, shims of plastic
or of non.magnetic met,_;s laid on the appropriately
cleaned steel base, at least 3 x 3 x 0.125 inches (7.6 x 7.6 x
0.32 cm), are suitable w_rking standads. During calibration
hold the gage firmly _nough to press the shim tightly
against the steel surface. Avoid excessive pressure that
might indent the plastic or, on a blast cleaned surface,
might impress the steel peaks into the under surface of the
plastic. A very smooth plate of mild steel free of milt scale
and rust is suitable for th_ zero thickness star_dard.
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Becauseof the stronger magnetic field of the Type 2 (fixed
probe) gages, the small, National Burea of Standards
calibration standards, acceptable for Type 1 (pull-off)
gages, shall not be used with Type 2 gages.
2.3.2 It is IMPORTANT to confirm the gage setting by
measuring the shim at several other areas of the bare
substrate. Readjust the gage as needed to obtain an
average setting representative of the substrate.
2.3.3 Spot measurement of paint: With the gage ad-
justed as above, measure the dry paint film as specified in
Section 3. The gage readings indicate the paint film
thickness.
2.3.4 Recheck the gage setting at frequent intervals
during a long series of measurements.
3. Number of Measurements for Conformance
to a Thickness Specification
3.1 NUMBER. OF MEASUREMENTS AND MINIMUM
THICKNESS: Make five (5) separate spot measurements
(average of three readings, see Section 2.2) spaced evenly
over each 100 square feet (9.3 square meters) of area to be
measured. The average of five spot measurements for
each such 100 square foot area shall not be less than the
specified thickness. No single spot measurement in any
100 square foot area shall be less than 80% of the speci-
fied thickness. Any one of three readings which are aver-
aged to produce each spot measurement may under-_un by
la greater amount. The five spot measurements shall be
made for each 100 square feet of area as follows:
3.1.1 For structures not exceeding 300 square feet in
area, each 100 square foot area shall be measured.
3.1.2 For structures not exceeding 1,000 square feet
in area, three 100 square foot areas shall be randomly
selected and measured.
3.1.3 For structures exceeding 1,000 square feet in
area, the first 1,000 square feet shall be measured as
stated in Section 3.1.2 and for each additional 1,000 square
feet of area or increment thereof, one 100 square foot area
shall be randomly selected and measured.
3.1.4 If the dry film thickness for any 100 square foot
area (Sections 3.1.2 and 3.1.3) is not in compliance with the
requirements of Section 3.1, then each 100 square foot
area shall be measured.
3.2 Other size areas or number of spot measurements
may be specified in the procurement documents as ap-
propriate for the size and shape of the structure to be
measured.
3.3 THICKNESS LIMITS: Some paints are especially
sensitive to high or low film thickness. In all cases, limita-
tions on maximum or minimum film thickness specified in
the manufacturer's instructions shall be followed.
w,.Ar,  Ol" FLmm
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4. Accuracy
4.1 GAGE ACCURACY: All of the above magnetic
gages, if properly adjusted and in good condition, are
inherently accurate to within _ 15% (most gages within
_+ 10%). It should be noted that this is only the accuracy
built into the gages themselves.
4.2 ITEMS WHICH AFFECT GAGE ACCURACY: Much
larger, external errors may be caused by variations in
method of use of gages or by unevenness of the surface of
the substrate or of the coatings. Also, any other films pres-
ent on the steel (rust or mill scale or even a blast cleaned
profile zone) will add to the apparent thickness of the ap-
plied paint film. Thus, for accurate use of the magnetic
gages, some knowledge is required of the nature of the
surface being painted and of its effect on the gage read-
ings. For this purpose the gage operator must have access
to at least small areas of the unpainted substrate as in
Section 2.1.1. As a minimum, he must know whether he is
measuring only paint, or paint plus mill scale, or paint plus
steel surface roughness.
5. Notes*
5.1 While every precaution is taken to insure that all
information furnished in SSPC specifications is as ac-
curate, complete, and useful as possible, the SSPC cannot
assume responsibility nor incur any obligation resulting
from the use of any material, paint, or method specified
therein.
5.2 PRINCIPLES OF THE MAGNETIC GAGE: Each of
these gages can sense and indicate only the distance
between the magnetic surface of the steel and the small
rounded tip of the magnet that rests on the top surface of
the paint. This measured distance, from the top surface of
the paint, must be corrected for the thickness of any ex-
traneous films or other interfering conditions on the sur-
face of the steel. Such correction is made, as described in
Sections 2.2 and 2.3. It might be noted that many disagree-
ments in thickness reports arise from different concep-
tions of this correction, or of just what is measured by the
gages under various conditions and methods of use.
5.2.1 Type 1 (pull-off) gages use a type of spring
balance to pull a small permanent magnet from the sur-
face of the painted steel. The magnetic force holding to
the surface varies inversely as a non-linear function of the
distance between magnet and steel, i.e., the thickness of
the dry paint film (plus anykother films present).
Normally, Type 1 gageF are not adjusted or reset for
each new series of measurements. In fact, adjustment is
not advisable unless the gage is to be very carefully
calibrated with National Bureau of Standards calibration
standards as indicated in Section 2.2.1. In normal use the
gage may not require adjustment for months.
Shims of sheet plastic or of non.magnetic metals
which are permissible for calibrating Type 2, fixed probe
gages, should not be used for calibration of Type 1 gages.
Such shims are usually fairly rigid and curved, and do not
Novem;e3"{
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lie perfectly flat even on a smooth steel test surface. Near
the pull-off point of the calibration measurements with any
Type 1 gage, the shim frequently springs back from the
steel surface, raising the magnet too soon and causing
erroneous calibration readings.
5.2.2 Type 2 (fixed probe) gages depend on changes
in magnetic flux within the probe or the instrument. The
magnitudes of these changes also are an inverse (non-
linear) function of the distance between the probe and the
steel surface under the paint. The probes of these gages
remain in contact with the paint during the measurement.
Type 2 gages differ also in that they are usually adjusted to
a selected film thickness value before each new series of
measurements.
Type 2 gages should be checked periodically for
sensitivity. Using a smooth steel base at least 0.125 inches
thick (0.32 cm) and free of mill scale, set the gage with a
shim in the thickness range most used. Measure several
other shims, thicker and thinner than the setting. The gage
should respond fully to the difference in thickness of
the shims.
5.3 REPEATABILITY: These magnetic gages are
necessarily sensitive to very small irregularities of the
paint surface or of the steel surface directly below the
small rounded tip of the magnet. The gage readings are
also influenced by the steadiness of the operator's hand.
Thus, repeated gage readings on a rough surface, even at
points very close together, frequently differ considerably.
However, repeated gage readings within 0.2 mils (5
microns) have been reported for average readings taken in
a limited area and on a variety of surfaces.
5.4 ZERO SETTING: It is sometimes suggested that
the magnetic gages be adjusted or set at the scale zero (0),
with the gage applied to a very smooth uncoated steel
panel. However, the zero point on most of the gage scales
appears to be least accurately positioned. Therefore,
the scale should be set to indicate most accurately in
the range of thicknesses that are to be measured. It
would be still worse to "zero" the gage on a rough bare
steel surface. This would misplace the nonlinear scale
considerably.
5.5 ROUGHNESS OF THE STEEL SURFACE: If the
steel surface is smooth and even, its surface plane is the
effective magnetic surface, and the distance indicated by
the gage is truly the paint thickness. However, if the steel
is roughened, as by blast cleaning, the "aFparent" or
effective magnetic surface that the gage senses is an
imaginary plane located between the peaks and valleys of
the surface profile. For this reason, paint thickness would
appear to the gage to be greater than it actually is above
the peaks. The procedures of Section 2.2 and 2_3provide a
correction for this magnetic effect of the surface profile.
Actually, the distance from the plane of the peaks to the
effective magnetic plane is much less than the peak-to-
valley distance. A typical sand blas_, profile, 2.8 mils (71
microns) maximum height, increased Mikrolest readings
on a 4 rail (102 microns) paint coat by only 0.5 mils
(13 microns).
5.6 DIRTY, TACKY, OR SOFT FILMS: The surface of
the paint and the probe of the gage must be free from dust,
grease, and other foreign matter in order to obtain close
contact of the probe with the paint and also to avoid
adhesion of the magnet. The accuracy of the measurement
will be affected if the coating is tacky or excessively
soft. Tacky paint films also cause unwanted adhesion of
the magnet. Unusually soft films may be dented by the
pressure of the probe. Soft or tacky films can sometimes
be measured satisfactorily by putting a shim on the film,
measuring total thickness of paint plus shim, and sub-
tracting shim thickness.
5.7 ALLOY STEEL SUBSTRATES: Appreciable dif-
ferences in certain magnetic properties of the ,substrates
will affect the magnetic gage readings. However, such
differences among most mild low-carbon steels are insig-
nificant. Also, at least two of the high-strength, low-alloy
steels have no appreciably different effect on the gages.
For higher alloy steels, the gage response should be
checked. In any event, the gage should be recatibrated on
the same steel over which the coating has been applied.
5.8 PROXIMITY TO EDGES: The magnetic gages are
sensitive to geometrical discontinuities of the steel, as at
holes, corners, or edges. The sensitivity to edge effects
and discontinuities varies from gage to gage. Measure-
ments closer than one inch (2.5 cm) from the discontinuity
may not be valid unless the gage is calibrated specifically
for that location. It may be used as a "go, no-go" gage at
such locations by setting or calibrating it for one thickness
under precisely similar conditions.
5.9 PROXIMITY TO OTHER MASS OF STEEL: Some of
the Type 2 gages in particular are sensitive to the presence
of another mass of steel close to the body of the gage. This
effect may extend as much as three inches (7.6 cm) from
an inside angle.
5.10 CURVATURE OF STEEL SURFACE: Magnetic
gage readings may be affected by the surface curvature in
proportion to the degree of departure from flatness. If the
curvature is appreciable, valid measurements may still be
obtained by calibrating or setting the gage on a similarly
curved surface.
5.11 TILT OF PROBE: All of the magnets or probes
must be held perpendicular to the painted surface to pro-
duce valid measurement§.
5.12 OTHER MAGNETIC FIELDS: Strong magnetic
fields, as from welding equipment or nearby power lines,
will interfere with operation of the gages. Also, residual
magnetism in the steel substrate may affect gage,read-
ings. With two-pole gages in such cases, it is recom-
mended that the readings before and after reversing the
pole positions be averaged. Other gages may require
demagnetization of the steel.
IiNXm UAU 
SS._ C -/_'A 2
November 1, 1982
Editorial Changes August 1, 1991
5.13 EXTREMES OF TEMPERATURE: Most of the
magnetic gages have operated satisfactorily at 40 ° F and
120 ° F (4 ° C and 49 ° C). However, if such temperature ex-
tremes are met in the field, the gage might well be checked
with at least one reference standard after both the stan-
dard and the gage are brought to the same ambient
temperature.
5.14 VIBRATION: The accuracy of the Type 1 (pull-off)
gages is affected by traffic, machinery, concussions, etc.
When these gages are set up for calibration or measure.
ment of paint films, there should be no apparent vibration.
*Notes are not requirements of this specification.
"r'7"
APPENDIX E
Application Equipment Costs
Airless 30:1 bulldog pump
Repair Kit
Hoses 3/8" dia = 50'
"_qlip 1/4" dia = 25'
Graco Gun
Gun Repair Kit
Conventional 5 gal agitated double reg &
double gage pot
Air line 50'
Fluid line 50'
Spray Gun
Gun Repair Kit
UPT Flame Spray Equip
Gravity Feed 6#1u" 2" pattern
Fluidized bed 20-25#hr 6"
pattern
Support regulators & gages
Gas hoses set 50'
Note: Using acetylene and 02 gases to spray/heat
$3,200.00
$87.75
$108.00
$58.00
$245.00
$72.50
$1,090.00
$57.00
$98.00
$250.00
$24.75
$9,000.00
$11,500.00
$2,500.00
$300.00
Flamecoat Application Equipment
60 ft2/hr - Fluidized Bed,
small, powder pistil 1" gun
100 ft2/hr - Gravity feed
(Iger), 2" and 4" guns
Package - Air Filter, 25'
hose, regulator
$1,600.00
$5,400.00
Note: Propane Only. Winds can cause heat problems in open areas.
Cert Applicators Aqua Epoxy - Plural Comp.
Application Equipment
Aqua 2000 unit, Air assist,
25' hose
Total
$20,000.00
$55,591.00
APPENDIX F
Solicitationof CandidateCoatingSystems
KTA-Tator, Incorporated solicited candidate coatings for the WETF Materials Coating
Evaluation Systems by two primary means. First, major coating manufacture's were contacted by
telephone to describe the project and environmental conditions. A follow-up letter, copy attached,
was issued to the point of contact suggested by the manufacturer.
The second method of coating solicitation was publication of the desire for project
candidate coatings in the Journal of Protective Coatings and Linings (JPCL). This was published
in December 1993 under Research News in Vol. 10 No 12 of the JPCL. A copy is attached.
A third means to obtain coating manufacturer recommended systems was through direct
contact with manufacturer representatives at the Steel Structures Painting Council National
Conference held in New Orleans, Louisiana November 13-18, 1993.
Follow-up communication with manufactures indicating interest was by telephone and
written correspondence. Recommended systems were compiled and the candidates submitted to
NASA-JSC on a periodic basis. Approximately thirty (30) candidate coating systems were
identified which included tv/enty four (24) discrete systems and various system alternatives. A list
of the candidate coating systems is attached. From the candidate coating systems, ten (10)
"recommended" systems were identified based upon communications between NASA-JSC, Ms.
June Huhn and KTA-Tator, Incorporated, Mr. Richard Burgess. EDO 1000, a thermally applied
plastic had been selected for inclusion in the study, however, the manufactures, EDO Corporation,
was withdrawing from the coating market and a second UT plastic product was substituted. A
copy of the recommended systems list and KTA- Tator's correspondence identifying the system is
attached.
,_DataNasa CandList,,
i
October 14, 1993
<<Name>>
<<Company Name>>
_<Adchess_>
_City,> _State>>, _Zip>>
SUBJECT: Candidale Coating Systems for Weightless Environment
Training Facility Test Panel Program, Johnson Space Center
i
Dear h'h'. _Last Name>>:
KTA-Tator, Inc., under contract to The National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center (NASAJJSC), is undertaking a coating materials evaluation
program to identify and test candidate coating systems for use on crew training mock-ups in the
Weightless Environment Training Facility (WETF) pool.
The purpose of this correspondence is to provide _Company Name>> the opportunity to
identify and submit information on coating systems you manufacture, which are expected to provide
corrosion protection and extended service life in specific exposure environments. A brief
description of anticipated sen, ice environments and material substrates is provided below.
SERVICE ENVIRONMENTS-
Pool hnmersion: Pool immersion of the mockups and support equipment occurs in
the WETF pool which is maintained at a water temperature between 31 and 34 degrees
Celsius and a chlorine content of 1 to 2 parts per million. The pool is indoors; therefore,
there is no direct sunlight exposure. Lighting is supplied by ovefllead mercury vapor
lamps. Dissimilar metals (for exarnple, 6061-T6 aluminum and 300 series stairdess steel)
are present on a normal basis. Some mock'ups are cathodically protected by the addition of
zinc anodes. During service and handling, all mock-ups are subjected to direct impacts and
abrasion from SCUBA tanks and other mockup hardware.
Rotunda Storaee: The WETF rotunda houses.lhe training pool and storage for
the various, frequently used, moc'kups and support stands. The general condition is such
that the relative humidity is bet_een 20 and 40 l_rcent. The lighting is supplied by
overhead mercur), lamps with some indirect sunlight. The temperature ranges between 10
and 35 degrees Celsius. Due to the enclosed nature of the pool wi[hin the rotunda, chlorine
vapors are frequently detectable. Mockups are drip dried after pool immersion which can
introduce mineral buildup on the mockup/coating surfaces.
!
('
Outdoor Storage: When not in use, mock'ups are stored outdoors in the lay down area
adjacent to Building 220. This concrete lot is exposed to normal outdoor elements, such as
wind, moisture, direct sunlight, and temperature variations. The relative humidity varies
between 10 and 100 percent, and the temperature typically falls in the range of-7 to 40
degrees Celsius.
IX1ATERIAL SUBSTRATES
Mockup structures and hardware at the WETF are typically fabricated fiom 6061 -T6
aluminum and 300 series stainless steel. Smaller items commonly use CPVC (Chlorinated
Polyvinyl Chloride), fiberglass, lexan, and thermoformed acrylic polyvinyl chloride alloy
plastic sheet (e.g. KYDEX') materials. The test plan sh'dll evaluate yarious coath_g
systems on the aluminum, stainless steel (304) and gray CPVC substrates. Panel sizes will
be specified by KTA-Tator, Inc. and are expected to be nominal 3/16"-1/4", 4"x6". Test
panels of aluminum fastened to stainless steel (dissimilar metal contact) and with zinc anode
cathodic protection will be employed as well.
A minimum of twenty (20) coating systems will be considered for inclusion in a listing of
candidate systems. Ten (10) coating systems will ultimately be subject to evaluation based upon
agreement between KTA-Tator, Inc. and NASA/JSC. Standard coating systems as well as newer
technology coating systems are to be considered for evaluation. Gloss white is the preferred color
although specialized products of other light color may be considered.
The primary consideration of the testing program is coating performance in the sen, ice
environments discussed above, however, other factors of importance include: ease of surface
preparation and application; physic_d properties (tabor abrasion, impact, flexibility); compliance to
State of Texas VOC regulations, coating touch up repairs, availability, and cost.
Based upon the above information, KTA requests that _Company Name_> submit for
review and consideration specific coating systems which, in your judgment, are candidates for the
project to be undertaken. This may include more than one candidate coating system.
In responding please provide the most recent technical data sheets for each product,
Material Data Safety SheetsfMSDS) and other relevant technical considerations. Data from other
testing programs or studies would be of value to us as well.
KTA would like to thank you for your assistance and should you have an), questions or
comments, please contact Richard Burgess at the KTA-Tator, Inc. Houston Regional office.
Very truly yours,
KTA-TATOR, INC.
RAB/lm
cc: K. Tator
JN: H-6341
:. Richard A. Burgess
(
/
Coating System Sought for
NASA 'l'est Program
Coatings manufacturers are invited to
submit information on coating systems
fr,r possible use in a coatings evalua-
tion program sponsored by the Nation-
al Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion (NASA) and the Johnson Space
Center (JSC). The purpose of the
program is to identify and test candi-
date coating systems for use on crew
training mock-ups in the Weightless
Environmental Training Facility
(WETF) pool.
Systems are needed for the following
service environments.
• Pool immersion: Pool immersion of
the mock-ups and support equipment
occurs in the WETF pool, which is
maintained at a water temperature be-
tween 31 and 34 C (8S and 93 F) and a
chlorine content of 1 to 2 parts per
million. The pool is indoors; therefore,
there is no direct sunlight exposure.
Lighting is supplied by overhead mer-
cury vapor lamps. Dissimilar metals
(for example, 6061-T6"aluminum and
300 series stainless steel) are present.
Some mock-ups are cathodically pro-
tected by the addition of zinc anodes.
During service and handling, all mock-
ups are subjected to direct impacts and
abrasion from SCUBA tanks and other
mock-up hardware.
• Rotunda storage: The WETF rotunda
houses the training pool and storage
for the frequently used mock-ups and
support stands. The relative humidity
is between 20 and 40 percent. Lighting
is supplied by mercury lamps with
some indirect sunlight. The tempera-
ture ranges between 10 and 35 C (50
and 95 F). Because the pool is en-
closed, chlorine vapors _re frequently
detectable, block-ups _re drip-dried
after pool immersion, which can intro-
duce mineral build-up on the mock-
up, coating surfaces.
• Outdoor storage: When not in use,
m,_c_:-ups are stored outdnors in the
¢oncrete lay down area adjacent to
Buildir,_ 22( 1he lot is exposed to
n,rmal ouldof;r elements, such as
v.i_,.', n,_i.qure, direct SUli]i[ht, and
temperature variations. The relative
humidity varies between 10 and ]rio
percent, and the temperature fails in
the range of -7 to40 C (]9 to 104 FJ.
Mock-up structures and hardware at
the WETF are typically fabricated from
6061-T6 allLminum and 300 -__ :,_
stainless steel. Smaller items common-
ly use chlorinated polyvinyl chloride
(CPVC), fiberglass, lexan, and thermo-
formed acrylic polyvinyl chloride alloy
plastic sheet materials. The test plan
shall evaluate various coatingsystems
on the aluminum, stainless steel (304),
and gray CPVC substrates. Panel sizes
will be specified by the testin_ firm and
are expected to be nominal -7,_in. (4.8
ram), '/in. (6.4 mm), 4 in. (102 mm),
and 6 in. (152 ram). Test panels of alu-
minum fastened to stainless steel (dis-
similar metal contact) and with zinc
anode cathodic protection wilt be used
as well.
At least 20 coating systems will be
considered for inclusion in a listing of
candidate systems. Ten coating sys-
tems will ultimately be subject to eval-
uation based upon agreement between
the testing firm and NASA!JCS. Stan-
dard as well as newer technology coat-
ing systems are to be considered.Gloss
white is the preferred color, although
specialized products of other light col-
ors may bc considered.
The primary consideration of the
testing program is coating perfor-
mance in the service environments
discussed above; however, other factors
of importance include ease of surface
preparation and application; physical
properties (abrasion, impact, flexibili-
ty); compliance with State of Texas
volatile organic compound regulations;
coating touch-up repairs; availability;
and cost.
"YRespondents should provide the
most recent technical data sheets for
each product submitted, material safe-
ty data sheets, and o._er relevant tech-
nical considerations'. Data from other
test n_ programs are also wtlcome.
For further information, contact
Ri.ehard BuTl%ss. l{TA-Tator, Inc., .9]05
Wils+,n l<d.. llumblc, IX, 7739(;;
713'541i-l ] 7;. U
dourn_.l of Protecliw Coalin.o. _ tinlnp_ (JPCL), VoI 10, No.12, 1£S3
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KTA-TATOR, IRC.
2105 Wilson Road, Humble, TX 77396
1-800-826-5381 • FAX (713) 540-1724
PROTECTIVE COATINGS (PAINT) CONSULTANTS: Testing • Instruments • Inspection. Analylical Labaralory
March 3, 1994
his. June Huhn
NASA-Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center
Neulral Buoyancy Shnulation Section
Mail Code SP 54
Houston, "IX 77058
SUBJECT: Weighlless Environment Training Facility Materials Coaling
Evaluation: Progress Report No. 20, Contract NAS 9-18973
De,'u Ms. Huhn:
This correspondence is provided to you as progress report number twenty (20) adchessing
KTA-Tator, Inc. project actMfies conducted during t_he period February 24, 1994 to March 3,
1993.
C_ndidale Coaling S vslems
Candidate coating systems represent four (4) ma_or categories of coating materials. These
include the epoxies (phenolic,. amine, _znide), urethanes (aliphatic, aromatic), thennoplastics
(ethylene, polyethylene, polyamide, flouropolymer) and metalized (aluminum, aluminum-zinc).
Epoxy coatings were the most frequently identified coating for the exposure environments
identified (immersion, humid, atmospheric). The manufacturer recommended systems included
both single product applications (polyurethane-aliphatic, thermoplastics, phenolic epoxy, amine
epoxy, polyamide epoxy) of one or two coats and multi product application (aromatic-
polyurethane/acrylic polyurethane; polya_,,',ne epoxy/polyamide epoxy; attune epoxy/polyamide
epoxy/urethane; amine epoxy/urethane) oftv, o or three coats per material.
Key considerations in selection of the test materials for performance characteristics are three
fold: inmmrsion service; ulu'aviolet light resistance; impact resistance. Epoxy systems based on
amines provide excellent resistance to alkalis, acids, water and salt solutions, however, ultraviolet
resistance, flexibility, hardness and moisture sensitivity during application are limitations.
Polyamide epoxies are somewhat superior to amine etmxies for water resistance and exhibit
excellent adhesion, impact and abrasion resistance. ERtended cure time and limitations on low
temperature curing are disadvantages. Although ultraviolet light induces chalking this is less
significant then for the amine epoxies. Chalking of polyamide epoxies is ;reduced relative to amine
cure epoxies and, based on film thickness, may be of liale significance. Surface gloss _ill be lost
over time. Phenolic epoxies provide, excellent chemical resistance and _ure to _ hard tight fihn.
Curing of these materials has historically involved heat applicat!on end/or bal:in_. Ambient curing
phenolic epoxies can b': heated to reduce curing t;rne. "Pol)urethanes arc noted for chemical
resistance, [_loss, cc4or and ult_ax'iole: resis;ancc. Propertie,_ vary wide.Iv depcndinl2 on the polyol
_nd iso::yanal(, components emplo'¢ed, irJ the forlnulation. Aronmti_:' polytm:thanes" may dnrl:en dae.
to uhraviolet exposure. M,aisturc resistance is compa._ able to thal of polyamidc epoxy and abrasion
allml L, pllttB
o# PooR,' uN.rff
resistance is usually excellent. However, sensitivity to the isocyanates may result in exposed
workers and under humid conditions gassing (carbon dioxide) and flatness in finish can result.
Polyurethanes have not historically been employed for immersion service since cost and
application requirements relative to epoxy systems favored the latter. Common polyurethane
formulations are not generally immersion service designed.
Thermoplastics applied by thermal spray can provide a durable continuous film with
excellent flexibility and abrasion resistance. Application requires heating of the substrate to
temperatures sufficient to melt and fuse the material, this limits use on temperatures sensitive
materials and materials which may release gases, oils or chemicals beneath the film. Since surface
temperature is elevated during application, ambient temperatures and humidity are no', Iirnitat_o_s.
Cure time is minimal (minutes) and repair reported to be effected by reapplication over existing
fdrns (which melt together). Specialized application equipment is required but is portable for sinai/
scale operations or can be established as fluidized beds for parts or shop coating.
Metalized systems involve application of metal to the substrate, e.g. aluminum over steel.
Durability is excellent since the applied metal alloy can be specifically identified for the sen, ice
environment. Low corrosive alloys can be applied as a thin film over inexpensive metal wlfich
may be subject to rapid corrosion in environments. The applied material, deposited as fluid
droplets can be porous if application is poor. This limitation can be overcome by application of an
organic coating system. _
]l¢¢9.mmenda!ions
1. Plasite 7122, manufactured by Wisconsin Protective Coatings, is a phenolic epoxy which
will be included in the test program. The system provides a point of reference for oflaer materials
since the coating has been used by NASA. Future use may be impacted by VOC regulations.
Replacement of this product by an alternative phenolic must be considered.
2. NSP 120, manufactured by NSP Specialty Products, is a phenolic epoxy which is
indicated to be 100% solids. VOC levels are reported by the manufacturers to be 0 lbs/gallon.
This product may serve as a potential replacement for Plasite 7122 and provides a second phenolic
epoxy for evaluation. The recommended surface preparation (SP-7) suggest the product is more
surface tolerant than the Plasite materials.
3. BAR-Rust 235, manufactured by Devoe Coatings is an amine-epoxy coating. Based upon
surface preparation requirements (SP-3). The material is surface role]ant which suggests repairs to
the coating system may be more easily accomplished than with less surface tolerant coatings.
4. Bar-Rust 235/Devthane 379, manufactured by Devoe Coatings represents an amine-
epoxy/urethane system. The amine epoxy alone (system 3 above) is subject to chalking with
extended exposures to ultraviolet light. Use of Devthane 379 was recommended as an option for
overcoafing to provide ultraviolet light resistance. In combination, systems 3 and 4 may permit
assessment of the efficacy of aliphatic urethane top coating.
5. Pre-Prime 167/Devran 230/Devthane 319, manufactured by Devoe Coatings represents tm
amine epoxy/polyamide epoxy/urethane enamel system: _Use of an amine-epoxy polyamJde epoxy
system is reconm_ended. The system can exclude use of the urethane topcoat or include its use.
The in,proved ultraviolet stability of the polyarnide over the amine is expected to be demonstrated
during exposure in QUV and NASA-lay down area exposures.
6. 1037 Wash Primer/Cmbomastic 15M/Carbaline 890, manufactured by Carboline represents
a system with anaine/epoxy applied over a polyamide. Use of the wash primer reduces degree of
surface preparation suE_estinf surface tolerance and ease of repair. Wash primers have relatively
higt-_ \'OZ contcnt. This may be _ significant drav,'bcct:, q-he polvanaidc et, oxy is an alumlnum
mastic.
POOR UALn 
7. PF 112, manufactured by Plastic Flamecoat, is a thermoplastic ethylene methacrylic acid
product. The use of thermal spray thermoplastics is an opportunity to assess performance of these
type systems. Little comparative data between thermoplastics and conventional organic coatings is
available in literature. Impact resistance, flexibility and water resistance are key features of
thermoplastics. The PF 112 product contains a metal salt absent from PF 111. This alters
abrasion resistance and stability.
8. UT Plast, manufactured by UTP Welding Technology, is an ethylene vinyl themaoplastic.
The general characteristics are similar to those of PF 112 (above) but based upon vinyl alcohol
rather than methacrylic acid. Alternatively an EDO product, EDO 1000, 2000, 4000 or 5000 may
be employed. Use of a minimum of two (2) thermoplastics in the test program is rcconmaen_cd.
As discussed above, little comparative data is available for these alternative systems.
9. Aluminum Metalizing over coated with Bar Rust/Devthane 379 (System 4 above). The
evaluation of use of metalized coating, sealed with as epoxy system, for comparison to unmetalized
substrates will assist in evaluation of the influence of thermally applied metal coatings. The
metalized coatings offer excellent impact and abrasion resistance.
10. Aluminum Metalizing overcoated with a thermoplastic system. Either the PF 112 (Plastic
Flamecoat) or UT Plast (UTP Welding Technology) thermoplastic over metalized coating merits
evaluation. The hard characteristic of the metalized film in conjunction with the flexibility and
impact resistance of thermoplastic appears unique. No discussion of this system combination has
been encountered in the literature.
Should you have an)' questions or comments, please do not hesitate to contact me at the
KTA Houston office.
RAB/Im
cc: G. Evans
JN: H-6341
Very truly ),ours,
KTA-TATOR, INC.
Richard A. Burgess
o_
D
 .-rl KTA-TATOR,INC.
__'A 2105 Wilson Road, Humble, TX 77396
1-800-826-5381 • FAX (713) 540-1724
PII"rSBURGH
PROTECTIVE COATINGS (PAINT) CONSULTANTS: Testing • Instruments • Inspection • Analytical Laboratob'
March 16, 1994
Ms. June Huhn
NASA-Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center
Neulral Buoyancy Simulation Section
Mail Code SP 54
Houston, TX 77058
SUBJECT: Weighlless Environment Training Facility Malerials Coaling
Evaluation: Progress Report No. 22, Contracl NAS 9-18973
Dear Ms. Huhn:
This correspondence is provided to you as progress report number twenty two (22)
addressing. KTA-Tator, Inc. project activities conducted during the period March 10, 1994 to
March 16, 1993.
KTA-Tator, Inc. has contacted .the suppliers/distributors for the ten (1 O) coating, systems to
be employed in the test panel program. A summary of materials status is provided below. -
Wisconsin Protective Coatings -.Plasite 7122: Chandelle Company, Houston, TX, -.Distributor
Contact 3/11/94 awaiting response
NSP Specialty Products - NSP 120: Mayor Kelly Company, Houston, TX, - Disu'ibutor
Response 3/11/94: Ma_rial to be delivered week of 3/14/94.
Devoe Coatings Company - Devran 230: Devoe coating.s, Houston, "IN
Response 3/11/94 and 3/14/94: Material available for pick-up week of 3/14/94.
..,_.
Carboline Company - Carbomastic 15/Carbo!ine 890: Carbo :line Company, Houston, TX.
Response 3/16/94: Material to be shipped week of 3/i 6/94.
Plastic Flan_ecoat - Flame.coal PF 112: Plo.stic Flame.coat. Big Spring., TX.
Response 3/15/94: Tentative Application Date 3/23/94 at supplier facility.
;, .Y
EDO Corporation - EDO 100O: EDO Corporation Salt lake City, rOT
Response 319/94: Will apply (to be scbeduled) at supplier Facitity _
UTP Welding Technology: - IYlTlasl: UT Welding Technology, Hous:oh, TX.
Response 319194: Will apFly sv.bsequenl w aluminum metall]_ng (,o k<' scheduled)
J
Amvrican Chemical Company - Aquatapoxy A6: Amegean Chemicai Co.: St. Louis, Mo.
Respons:' 3,'1 llg-i: Will discuss a, ranEemenis and a:!visc shil,rnent
/Sherwin-WiUiams Company - High Solids Epoxy: Sherwin-Williams, Cleveland, OH.
Response: Material to be supplied from Shem,in-WiUiams, Humble, TX.
Elite Coatings - Elite 8844: Elite Coatings Company, Gordon, GA.
Response 3/15 & 3/16/94: Will ship materials from facility week of 3/16t94.
Each manufacturer/distributor of the selected coating systerns was contacted on March 1 l,
1994 or March 14, 1994 (or earlier) via facsimile and/or telephone.
Test panel identification will employ a serial number stamped onto a 302 stain.less steel tag.
The original panel identification, stamped into each panel may be hidden when surface preparation
and coating application is completed, therefore, the tags will be cross referenced to original panel
identification and remain with the panels throughout the test project.
Aluminum metalfizing and application of all flame spray plastic materials _4Al be performed
by others under the direction of KTA-Tator, Inc. Other coating materials are to be applied by
KTA-Tator, Inc. personnel.
Should you have any questions or comments do not hesitate to contact this office.
RAB/Irn
cc: G. Evans
JN: H-6341
Very truly yours,
Richard A. Burgess
/!
October 19, 1993
Mr. L. J. Guillor_
Mayor-Kelly CO.
10422 West Gulf Ba
Houston, TX 77040
Subject: Candidat
Training
Center
Dear Mr. Guillory_
with reference to
Inc. regarding cot
the coating system
Coating, With prop_
environments and o
from KTA-Tator, In_
I am enclosing M_
Bulletins, Applical
on NSP 120 Coating
Please note that i;
discoloring may o(
chemical or mechan_
Thank you for the
feel free to cont
questions.
Coating System for Weightless Environment
Facility Test Panel Program, Johnson Space
i letter dated.October 14, 1993 from KTA-Tator,
"osion protectlon and extended service life for
Jescribed above, NSP 120 Multipurpose High Build
r prepara'tion and application, will meet service
ther specifications as outlined in the letter
;DS, Technical Data, Chemical and Mechanical
:ion Guidelines, and representative color cards
substrata is exposed to direct sunlight, some
:ur; however there will be no effect in the
cal prope[Cies of the coating.
,pportunity to be involved in this project and
act me at 800-248-8907 should you have any
Sincerely, .:
enclosures
P.O. Box 469 () Pi?]_]-,_-r/:*,.,N,,_,b (:_ro]i-,: , 2737,_-or:r!9 919- 944 - ]2.<5
OF POOR'_UA_
February 4, 1994
Mr. L. J. Guillory
Mayor-Kelly Co.
10422 W_st Gulf B_nk
Houston, TX 77040-3128
Subject: Candidate Coating System for Welghtless Environment
Training Facility Test Panel Program, Johnson Space
Center
Dear Mr. Guillory:
With reference to our telephone conversation regarding coating
material evaluation for the above, I would like to submit the
following specifications for NSP 120 Coating.
Recommended Surface Preparation for Aluminum and Stainless Steel:
Thoroughly clean and degrease surface using pressure washer,
scraping or detergent scrubbing. Abrasive brushoff blast in
accordance with SSPC-SP7. If material if too light or thin to blast
clean, use medium to coarse grit sandpaper or power discsander to
etch an anchor profile into.the surface. After etching, remove dust
by water rinse, vacuum, brush or blowing with dry, oil-free
compressed air. Do not wipe etched _rface.
Recommended Surface Preparation for CPVC Substrate:
Mechanically abrade surface to remove "gloss'. Profile to
approximately I mil. After etching, remove dust by water rinse,
vacuum, brush blowing with dry, oil free compressed air. Do not
wipe etched surface ......
Recommended Coating Systems:.
Immersion: (2) coats @ i0 mils DFT each
Rotunda Storage: (I) coat @ I0 mils DFT
Outdoor Storage: (2) coats @ 10 mils DFT each
Thank you for the opportunity to participate in this project and
please feel free to contact me for assistance.
President
Procluct P.O. Box 4(:90 Pinehurs',, Ne::!-, t;r.._:n_ ,_:-/_.,_,c(', r_-, c-: .... :._
r a"" r'-" F.. • "- -
_.OIIN_ILL_ P_E" is
Carboline Company
350 HanleyIndustrialCourt• St. Louis,MO 63144- 314.644.1000. FAX314.644.4617
A "]o12! C2,Ja_t;_ (_O":;,_7_
October 25, 1993
Mr. Richard A. Burgess
KTA-Tator, Inc.
2105 Wilson Road
Humble, TX 77396
Ref: Coating Recommendations for WETF, Johnson Space Center
Dear Mr. Burgess:
I have received your reqaest from October 14th on the above referenced project.
Carboline is pleased to provide the following recommendations.
POOL IMMERSION
Two coats of Carboline 890 epoxy @ 4-6 mils / coat
ROTUNDA STORAGE
One coat of Carbo Zinc 12 VOC @.3 mils
One coat of Carboline 893 @ 3-5 mils
One coat of Carbothane 134 HS @ 2 mils
OUTDOOR STORAGE
Two coats of Carboline 3359 @ 2-3 mils /coat
Enclosed you'll find Product Data Sheets and Material Safety Data Sheets on these
products. Should you have any questions please feel free to call me directly.
Sincerely, "
Steven J. Harrison
%
Enclosures
cc: Paul kitzsinger
Ray Bartula
f_l,_ 2639331.240
_,,.I,P_I_ ' _l _
Carboline Company
1221 N. Post Oak Rd., Houston, TX 77055 • 713o682o1205 • FAX 713,688.1890
I II II I
/%TOb4! O{.J_h*,} Com_4q/
December 3, 1993
Mr. Richard A. Burgess
KTA-Tator, Inc.
2105 Wilson Road
Humble, TX 77396
RE: Coating Recommendations for WETF, Johnson Space Center
Dear Mr. Burgess:
As we have discussed, Steve Harrison's recommendations were
made with the understanding that you were painting a pool instead of
the mock-up placed in the pool. We recommend the following for the
areas you requested in your letter of October 14, 1993.
SYSTEM _i Primer coat Carbomastic 15 M500 Red - 1 coat @ 5 mils.
Top coat Glamor Glaze 200 White - 2 coats @ 3 mils per
coat.
SYSTEM #2 Primer coat Carbomastic 15 M500 Red - I coat @ 5 mils.
Top coat Carboline 890 epoxy $800 White - 1 coat @ 4-6
mils.
Note: All white epoxies become slightly yellow prior to chalking
white in approximately 6 months.
Carboline's Glamor Glaze is used for swimming pool paint and
will work very well for you.
I hope this information i_ useful.
and Product Data Sheets you requested.
readily available in stock.
I have enclosed the MSDS
We have the above products
Sincerely,
Bill Smith
B$:dd
kta.doc
cc: RAS, D.Me/er, PSL, $.Harrison
Elite Coatfngs Company
Oc.tober 26. !99S
Mr. Richard A. Bur.gess
KTA-TATOR, ]nc.
2105 Wilson Road
Htmb]e, TX 77396
RE: Candidate Coatinf Systems for Weight.?ees Environment
Training Facility Test P_me] Progr&n,, Johnson Space
Center'
Dear' l']t'. Burgess,
Elite Cmatings Company would like to submit our 8844
Cyclea]iphatic Amine Epoxy as a candidate _c,r testing and use in
both service environments you have sho_m in your letter dated 10-
14-93.
This product is presently being used in the h2ip & Parer Industry
as a finish coat, for structural steel surfaces in the bleach
plant, areas and the wet, end of paper machines. It is also being
used as a two coat system in the interior of kaolin slurry cars.
We have approximately 5 years of service in t&ese areas without
failure. It.has passed the standard ASTt_ D 1308 test.
Enclosed is
Wet samples
testing.
a technical data sheet. & MSDS sheet for your review.
of this pr.oduct can l:,e supi-,]ied as needed for
We appreciate this. opportunity t.o have our product considered
and look forward to the completion of your test,.
Please fee] free t.,:, call _,e at 1-800-63_-:-5718.. . .... f_,,-., a_,v_..¢.:e_._-;c.na]
information.
Sincerely,
r
l .... i r: _ ._: '6
i f r -.,. I:" ¢ fe_t fl, fT.- , P t/ £ i f _ _ l-,.g _ _ .b.
.- f-, it, r,T_ • T-I,_- t'-¢ f_-,r .'_'r
i ull ,pltl .m
The Sherwin-Williams Company
101 Prospect Avenue, N.W.
Cleveland, Ohio 44115-1075
KTA-Talor, Inc.
2105 Wilson Road
tlumble, Texas 77396
Attn: Richard Burgess
re: NASA Study-Test Panel Program
November 1, 1993
Dear Richard:
Enclosed, please find Product Data Pages and MSDS Sheets for three products
Sherwin-Williams would like evaluated for inclusion into the Weightless Enviroment
Facility Test Panel Program.
Hi-Solids Catalyzed Epoxy
Kern Cure High Solids Epoxy
MC-Miomastic (Wasser coatings private label)
If you need any additional information, please call me. Thank you for allowing us the
opportunity to submit coatings for this test program.
Sincerely,
The Sherwin-Williams Compa_yj
Todd R. Hart
Industrial Maintenance Coatings
216-5.66-2897
CC: DFinch
EDQ SClEIqC_[
CORPORATIQ/V D:VIStON_
January 7, 1994
FSD#153-S0194L-004
"_L::c I",[{",?.LL,"i2 _k',:'.
_-: ,.: ' C_,_,',U_ _ ._:;i.
" _ ! 27: f
Richard Burgess
KTA-Tator, Inc.
2105 Wilson, Rd.
Humble, TX 77396
Dear Richard,
I appreciated speaking with you this afternoon about the NASA Coating System
Test Program. Per your request, I have enclosed our brochure, product data sheets and
samples of EDO 1000, 2000, 4000, and 5000. If you have any further questions, please
give me a call. We look forward to Working with KTA-Tator and NASA on this test
program.
Sincerely,
Steve Olsen
Sales Manager
D
//
CHANDELLE COMPANY
r910,..,. NOR'[H POST OAK ROAD
_210
HOU5"[ O_q, "[EXAS 77055
'_ [ L E _" _-: [.._:,' E. (7 i:- ([ :, ," [ ": _
FAC'_tt,',L[_: _715_[,!,: ;'._,;. :
February i, 1994
Mr. Richard Burgess
KTA-Tator, Inc.
2105 Wilson Road
Humble, Texas 77396
Re: Candidate coating systems for weightless environment
training facility test panel program, Johnson Space Center
Dear Mr. Burgess:_
Plasite, which is the trademark for Wisconsin Protective
Coating's Corporation has been supplying for over ten years,
two product lines for the above subject. One being Plasite
7133 for most of the large modules of solid colors. The trim
colors of red, yellow, and some blue and black were always
#7122. Exhaustive tests were conducted prior to these being
established as standards.
For this new testing program we will include several new
candidates due to current V.O.C. regulations as well as the old
standards.
7122 - Standard cross linked epoxy-phenolic
7122 L - Low V.O.C. cross linked epoxy phenolic
7133 - The original product NASA uses which is a combination
of epoxy and polyamide type resins.
9133 - A high solids epoxy cured with a polyamine curing
agent. Low V.O.C. and is NSF approved. This product
is the low V.O.C. high solids version of their
originally approved product 7133.
Briner Paint Company, Corphs Christi,CTexas which is owned by
Wisconsin Protective Coatings Corporation has a product which
should perform in the subject environment as wel%. Briner #754
is a high solids amine cured epoxy finish. The product does
come in all the colors used by NASA.
j
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Product data sheets are enclosed for your evaluation.
advise if I can assist you further.
Sincerely,
CHANDELLE COMPANY
H_rs __/_
HM:mf
cc: Joe Wolf - WPCC
Please
HOUSTON
I< 1 KTA-TATOR,INC.
_L_ A 2105 Wilson Road, Humble, "fX 77396
1-800-826-5381 . FAX (713) 540-1724
P/1-FSBURGH
PROTECTIVE COATINGS (PAINT) CONSULTANTS: Testing • Instruments • Inspection • Anab,tical Laboratory
March 11, 1994
L.J. Guillory
Mayor Kelly
10422 West Gulf Bank
Houston, TX 77040-3128
SUBJECT: Candidale Coating Systems for Weightless Environmen!
Training Facilily Test Panel Program, Johnson Space Center
Dear Mr. Guilloo,:
As you are aware, KTA-Tator, Inc., under contract to The National Aeronautics and Space
Administxation, Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center (NASA/JSC), is undertaldng a coating materials
evaluation program to test coating systems for use on crew training mock-ups in the Weightless
Environment Training Facility 0NETF) pool. h_ excess of twenty (20) coating systems were
considered for inclusion in the test program. Ten (10) coating systems have been selected for
evaluation.
The purpose of this correspondence is to advise you that the following coating distributed
by Mavor Kelly has been selected for inclusion in the study.
NSP Specialty Products: NSP 120 (phenolic epoxy)
Coats: 2
Dry Film Thickness, mils, per coat:
Application: Conventional Spray
Estimated Quantity, h_ixed Coating:
10
0.5 gal. min.
Sufficient resin and converter, ,aill be required to provide the minimmn estimated quantity
of mixed coating. A minimum of two (2) 1 gallon kits is requested, one to be retained for touch-
up/repair. Please include with your shipment the recommended product thinner.
The estimated quantity of mixed coating is based upon coating 120 test panels,
approximately 40 square feet. Gloss white is the preferred topcoat color. Please advise on
delivery lime, quantity to be shipped and any gssociated costs to KTA-TaIor, Inc.
for procurement of materials. Respbnse by facsimile (713-540-1724) would be appreciated.
Current product data sheets and MSDS should be forwarded by mail.
Metal test panels will be prepared to an SSPC SP-I0 "Near White Abrasive Blast Cleaning"
(NACE 2) with aluminum oxide. Profile is anticipated to be approximately 2 mils. CPVC test
panels will be abrasive blast cleaned with a softer media (possibly glass beads) to texture the
surface. All panels will b." solvent cleaned (SSPC SP:I "Solvent Cleaning") prior to coating
application. In _eneral, for the ten (lO) systems being included in the study, the above manner of
surfacepreparationis consistentwith productdatasheetsprovidedfor review during,thecoating
selectionprocess. Shouldthe proposedsurfacepreparationbe judged inappropriateto ),our
coatings,pleaseadviseKTA-Tator, Inc. immediately. A brief description of anticipated sen,ice
envia'onments and material substrates is provided below.
SERVICE ENVIRONMENTS
Pool Immersion: Pool immersion in the _,VETF pool at a water temperature between
31 and 34 degrees Celsius and a chlorine content of 1 to 2 parts per million. The pool is
indoors; therefore, there is no direct sunlight exposure.
Rotunda Storage: The WETF rotunda houses the training pool and storage for various,
frequently used, equipment. The general condition is such that the relative humidity is
between 20 and 40 percent. Temperature ranges between 10 and 35 degrees Celsius.
Outdoor Storage: When not in use equipment may be stored outdoors at a lay down
area. This concrete lot is exposed to normal atmospheric conditions for the Houstbn,
Texas region (such as wind, moisture, direct sunlight, and temperature).
1_1ATERIAL SUB STRATES
Test panels to be employed include 6961-T6 aluminum, 304 series stainless steel and
CPVC (Chlorinated Pol)winyl Chloride). Panel sizes are nominal 3/16"-1/4", 4"x6".
KTA would like to thank you for your assistance and should you have an)' questions or
comments, please contact Richard Burgess at the KTA-Tator, Inc. Houston Regional office.
Very truly yours,
RAB/Im
KTA_TOR_/_ _C.
Richard A. Burgess
JN: H-6341
' KTA-TATOR,INC.
PITTSBURGH
PROTECTIVE COATINGS (PAINT) CONSULTANTS: Testing • Instruments • Inspection • Analytical Laboralory
March 14, 1994
/4,..,,Z.,Andy
Devoe Coatings Company t/t'-_" .t" _t_.¢ ]_.L _._...',/¢
( O 6
4000 DuPont Circle
Louisville, KY 40207 _. 73"- ,_llf
d Tr.(ro)
SUBJECT: Candidate Coating Systems for Weightless Environmenl
Training Facilily Test Panel Program, Johnson Space Center
Dear Mr. House:
Per our previous correspondence, KTA-Tator, Inc., under contract to The National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center (NASA/JSC), is
undertaking a coating materials evaluation program te test coating systems for use on crew traLning
mock-ups in the Weightless Enviror_-nent Trajn_ing FaciiJ b' 0_q_TF) pool.
The purpose of this correspondence is to advise you of a change in the coating
manufactured by Devoe Coatings Company to be included in d_e study.
Devoe; • De,a,,ran 230
Coats: 2
I_y Film Thictmess, mils, per coat:
Application: ConvenfionN Spray
Estimated Quantib', Mixed Coating:
5
1.0 gal. rnin.
Note that this change is from Bar Rust 235 to Devran 230. The rationale is to employ a
polyamide system rather than an amine cure epoxy.
KTA would like to thank you for your assistance and should you have any questions or
comments, please contact Richard Burgess at the KTA-Tator, Inc. Houston Regional.office.
Very tnfly yours,
RAB/Im
JN: H-6341
Richard A. Burgess
D
HOUSTON
KTA-TATOR,INC.
2105 Wilson Road, Humble, TX 77396
1-800-826-5381 • FAX (713) 540-1724
PII-rSBURGH
PROTECTIVE COATINGS (PAINT) CONSULTANTS: Testing • Instruments ° Inspection • Analytical Laboratory
March 31, 1994
Mr. Rocco J. Corvelli
UTP Welding Materials, Inc.
PO Box 721679
Houston, TX 77272-1678
SUBJECT: Candidate Coating Systems for Weightless Environment
Training Facility Test Panel Program, Johnson Space Center
Dear _'. Corvelli:
As you are aware, KTA-Tator, Inc., under contract to The National Aeronautics and Space
Achninistration, Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center (NASA/JSC), is undertaldng a coating materials
evaluation program to test coating systems for use on crew training mock-ups in the Weightless
Environment Training Facility (_rETF) pool. In excess of twenty (20) coating systems were
considered for inclusion in the test program. Ten (10) coating systems have been selected for
evaluation.
The purpose of this correspondence is to advise you that the following coatings
manufactured by UTP has been selected for inclusion in the study.
System No. 6:
System No. 7
IYI Plast Super (Polyamide 11)
Surface Preparation/Profile: Advise
Coating Application: Advise
Film Thickness (mils): Advise
Aluminum Metallizing to be overcoated with:
UT Plast (EthyleneA,inyl/alcohol copolymer)
Surface Preparation/Profile: Advise
Coating Application: Film thickness (mils)'.Advise
Appfication of the above systems is to be performed per manufacturers recommendations
for the service environments and substrates included in the study (described below). All
manufacturers have been asked, to provide product data sheets and material safety data sheets
(MSDS) for products to be employed.
Mr. Donnie Murrell, Vesta Plastic Fabricators, has agreed to provide surface preparation,
aluminizing and application services to KTA-Tator for this project. Vesca Plastics has been
identified as an approved applicator of UTP Welding Technology products. It is our
understanding the UTP ",viii provide Vesca Plastics wilh materials to be applied. Gloss white is file
prcfened color.
OF" INXm'_I_IJAUI_'
Metal test panels should be prepared to manufacturers recommended cleanliness and prof'de
with aluminum oxide. Profile is anticipated to be approximately 2 mils. CPVC test panels should
be abrasive cleaned to texture the surface. All panels have been solvent cleaned (SSPC SP-1
"Solvent Cleaning") but should be reexamined and if necessary, recleaned prior to coating
application.
Please advise our office, and Mr. Murrell, of your recommendations for surface
preparation and coating application. A brief description of anticipated service environments and
material substrates is provided below.
SERVICE ENVIRONMENTS
P001 Immersion: Pool immersion in the WETF pool at a water temperature between
31 and 34 degrees Celsius and a chlorine content of 1 to 2 parts per million. The pool is
indoors; therefore, there is no direct sunlight exposure.
Rotunda Storage: The WETF rotunda houses the training pool and storage for various,
frequently use-d, equipment. The general condition is such that the relative humidity is
between 20 and 40 percent. Temperature ranges between 10 and 35 degrees Celsius.
Outdoor Storage; When not in use equipment may be stored outdoors at a lay down
area. This concrete lot is exposed to normal atmospheric conditions for the Houston,
Texas region (such as wind, moisture, direct sunlight, and temperature).
MATERIAL SUBSTRATES
Test panels to be employed include 6061-T6 aluminum, 304 series stainless steel and
CPVC (Chlorinated Polyvinyl Chloride). Panel sizes are nominal 3/16"-1/4", 4"x6".
The coated panels are to be tested in each environment, therefore separate coating systems
for each environment is not under evaluation. Two (2) tables are provided which detail panel
distribution for the coating systems.
KTA would like to thank you for your assistance and should you have any questions or
comments, please contact Richard Burgess at the KTA-Tator, Inc. Houston Regional office.
Very truly yours,
RAB/Im
KTA-T_OR, INC.
JN: H-6341
HOUSTON
PII"I'SBURGH
KTA-TATOR,life.
2105 Wilson Road, Humble, TX 77396
1-800-826-5381 • FAX (713) 540-1724
PROTECTIVE COATINGS (PAINT) CONSULTANTS: Testing • Instruments ° Inspection ° Analytical Laboratory
April 4, 1994
Mr. Donnie Murrell
Vesca Plastics
102 South. Avenue A
Freeport, TX 77541
SUBJECT: Candidate Coating Systems for Weightless Environment Training Facility Test
Panel Program, Johnson Space Center
Dear Mr. Murrell
Please accept this as authorization for Vesca Plastics to provide surface preparation and coating
application services for KTA-Tator, Inc.
KTA-Tator, Inc. Purchase Order #94PO169 is provided for the work to be performed at a fee
of $1000.00
Briefly, three (3) sets of test panels are being provided b), KTA-Tator, Inc. and each set
includes
Twent)-two (22) stainless steel (304)
Twenty-two (22) a!uminum (6061-T6)
Fourleen (14) coupled (SS+AL)
Eighteen (18) CPVC (plastic)
Two (2) carbon steel (SSPC-SP]0)
Two (2) carbon steel (Impact)
Two (2) carbon steel (Tabor)
for a total of eighty-two (82) panels per set.
4"x6" panels
4"x6" panels
5"x6" panels
4"x6" pa_els
4"x6" panels
4"x6" panels
4"x4" panels
Each of the sets represent a separa_ coating system for evaluation as part of the NASA test
program. These are described below ....
System No. 6: UT Hast Super (Polyamide 11)
Surface Preparatio:ffPmfde: Adri_e
Coating Application: Advise
Film Thickness (mils): Advise
S).s..'cm No. 7 ;' A!umiTmm Metallizhrg to I:,e overcoated witl-,:
UT Hast (Ethylene/vinylialcohpl copolymer)
Surface Preparation/Profile: :,Advise
Coating Application: Film thiclo]ess (mils):Advise
Application of the above systen_s is to be performed per UTP Welding Technology
recommendations for the service environments and substrates included iI_ the stud)' (described
below).
 OR"OUALr 
/r
System No. 8 Aluminum Metalizing, to be overoated by KTA-
Tator, Inc. The overcoat is an epoxy system which
will be placed over the aluminum metalizing.
Preparation of test panels for aluminum metalizing should employ standard industry practice.
The protocol should be documented for project purposes. It is recognized that the CPVC panels may
present an unsuitable substrate due to the temperatures required for application. We request that an
attempt be made to apply the coating systems. If unsuccessful, the effort to coat the CPVC can be
stopped, however, please document the difficulties encountered.
Mr. Rocco Corvelli, UTP Welding Technology, has agreed to provide surface preparation and
application recommendations to KTA-Tator for this project. Vesca Plastics has been identified as an
approved applicator of UTP Welding Technology products. It is our understanding the UTP will
provide Vesca Plastics with materials to be applied. Gloss white is the preferred color.
Please advise our office, and Mr. CorveUi, of your recommendations for surface preparation
and application of the aluminum. A brief description of anticipated service environments and
material substrates is provided below.
SERVICE ENVIRONMENTS
Pool Immersion: Pool immersion in the WETF pool at a water temperature between 31
and 34 degrees Celsius and a chlorine content of 1 to 2 parts per million. The pool is
indoors; therefore, there is no direct sunlight exposure.
Rotunda Storage: The WETF rotunda houses the training pool and storage for various,
frequently used, equipment. The general condition is such that the relative humidity is
between 20 and 40 percent. Temperature ranges between 10 and 35 degrees Celsius.
Outdoor Storage: When nor in use equipment may be stored outdoors at a lay down
area. This concrete lot is exposed to normal atmospheric conditions for the Houston, Texas
region (such as wind, moisture, direct sunlight, and temperature).
MATERIAL SUBSTRATES
Test panels to be employed include 6061-T6 aluminum, 304 series stainless steel and CPVC
(Chlorinated Polyvinyl Chloride). Panel sizes are nominal 3/16"-1/4", 4"x6".
The coated panels are to be tested in each environment, therefore separate coating systems for
each environment is not under evaluation.
KTA would like to thank you for"your assistance and should you have any questions or
comments, please contact Richard Burgess at the KTA-Tator, Inc. Houston Regional office.
Very truly yours,
RAB/ina
Richard A. Burgess
JN: H-6341
